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32 ,., :z: • MURTHA. Do we have Dr. Bruce Wachholz? 

33 Dr. WACHHOLZ. Yes, sii:. 

34 Mr . MURTHA. Dr. William Buri: and L. Joe De al, and Mi: . 

35 de Young. Have a seat, Mi: . de Young. 

36 Mr. deYoung, if you will inti:oduce your colleagues. 

37 Mr. DEYOUNG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. There are a 
I 

38 
..:J...J..., -tf.u., -..,1 . •• J. 

number of items on~radiation survey,~medical program,kother 

39 aspects of resettlement of displaced people that will come 

40 up this morning. 

4 1 We have with us the acting Deputy High Commissioner for 

42 the Trust Territory, Mr. Daniel High, who will address some 

43 of the resettlement problems. He is accompanied by his 

44 Budget Officer. There are some backup s~ppoi:t witnesses for 
,( , 

45 the Depa:z::tment o:f Interior :fi:om the Department of Enei:gy .... ;:_..-:"'~ 

4 6 a 'LC__.. Dr. Burr, D:z::. Wachhol::, M:z::. De al and Mr. Gottlieb. They 

47 will be addressing the problems specifically that relate to 

48 radiation. 

49 Mr. MURTHA. I understand that you have an opening 

50 statement. is that correct? 

s 1 Mr. DEYOUNG. We have no prepared opening statement. We 

52 are prepared to answer any questions the committee would 

53 like to put to us. , 
.l~.4 

54 Mr. MURTHA. Mi:. deYoung. would you provide for the 

SS committee an update of the radiological status of both 

56 Bikini and Enewetak Atolls? 
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57 Mr. DEYOUHJ .• 'lh·n-Jt ~ou, 1:11! ~ ChaiJ:man. DJ:. Wachholz, o'i 

58 the De paJ: tmen t 11:5. ~m..::.gy,. :is pJ:e1..a:u! d to pJ:esent that on 

59 behal:f o:f the g'l'J~?l'llml!::l·t. 

60 DJ:. WACHHOU:. l!!r .. C:baiJ:ma:t>~ ::t think the committee sta:f f 

61 has been provid~\f ri:lt~ s.o•:iries o! the latest documents that 

62 a::ce available b .. tUM· h.pa . .E.t:.oment 

63 'lhe latest ~ ~ Df~illletat 

61f pax'\i:e'l:llat""'"eoeari&rt'l, 1wm.£S!iffiea11,. 111!hich you have, I 

65 believe. 

67 Mr. DEYO UHL Y'~.s-. 

68 Dr. WACHHOlZ:.. Ind la.s't. :fal.l ... wie p::covided to the people 
0'11_ 

69 o:f .B.i.k.in.i ~ ..ta'4!1111&. ze~::"i.:+..; ~ th£ rali!iological ..t1'•al±Uil 

70 status o:f Bikini A\t.o-ll .. 'll'lm . .is W'lil5~ a. :follow-on of ouJ: eaJ:lier 
of Pl s1n11.Pt'-"1P17t1Q.~ ~f:;foll.1'1,.,~ •/fl T'HE "i11)1oa.o<;.1~1tL. ST",.TIJS oF /:~t!-'E."f'A.: .l;."'t'"~LI... 

71 book :foJ: the En£uie1:..aik p;eQ>2,Ji,e • 
.... 

72 In te::cms o! t·h:e d:~se g...ssess.m~n;it' :foJ: various living 

7 3 patteJ:ns and co1:cf..ii!.:ii.~·!k~- O'f. J>oth a.to,.l!l.s, they are discussed 

71.i 

75 

76 

77 

78 

in halie-.1"H;.S'- DocvM~t-''r'S. t1'"'°-

gA.s ''- 6-J.l~i r~ 
In terms o! t:lbte lalili •el!e: ~·~· 

-ro"r.."'1-1f11... ""'7M 1-rs 11P1"&1-J01c.t: s. 
the "£n~-wetak lto.:i2:.1A ...e t;,i;.s will JN. 

7).j~ fJtJ,. ~ 
that is in ~ book foz 

:followed by a similar 

document :fr om L£UJ"J:>e--.roc:e L.i vie rmor~ Ma ~2onal LaboJ: a tor Y in 
fJJlt"rlt- ,.,.,~ 

several months. '!'iv:i'n.q_ the: compl~'tie. assessment with J:espect 
·.: " ::· 

79 to Bikini lho1.-~. 

80 Mr. GOTTLID'.- Fer: ~!le J:ec~~ii' •. would you identi:fy them? 

DJ:. WACHHOLZ. 81 
Fl/I/A J.. 

'llh-e R:neweta'i !l-Q.Ok that I am J:e:feJ:J:ing toJ.S" 

" 
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82 

83 

s 
entitled ''Reassessment of the Potential Radiological D~es 

for Residents Resettling Enewetak Atoll.'' and the two 

previous documents to which I •ade zefezence are ''The 

85 Meaning of Radiation at Bikini ltoll.'' and a •••~••At 

86 ''The EneweW~ Atoll Today.'' 

87 Mr. MURTHA. We will keep a copy of those documents for 

88 our files. If you will review and summarize the conclusions 

8~ of those studies, please? 

90 Dr. WACHHOLZ. The conclusions of these studies aze based 
tS.,.ltJIFH.() C.0N.S10t'1l 

91 solely on radiation doses and do not talta UAa't&"&• other 

" 92 factors one might wish to include in any judgments zegarding 

93 the future of these atolls and the people. 

94 The statements I will make are based on a comparison with 

95 U.S. radiation exposure limits. 

96 With respect to Enewetak, I 

97 
Esr111~rt:l .,.,.J~ 

latest,.dose numbers in 'WMPe final 

98 10 to 20 percent higher than they 

think you will find that the 

document aze zoughly about . 
'''rHC. .C~fw~71'1"- ,tt-ro~i,..100~;'' 

were when we printed ......... 
I\ 

99 document a year and a half or two years ago, because of the 

100 greater data base which has become available since that 

101 time. 

102 Mr. MURTHA. So there is no increase in actual radiation, 

103 there is only an increase in the accumulation of information 

104 which--

105 Dr. WACHHOLZ. But that increase in information has led 

106 to a recalculation. 
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107 Mr. MURTHA. I understand. 
~STl'1~1"t.b oos E' 

108 Dr. WACHHOLZ. In which the •~sager themselves are 
A. 

109 roughly 10 to 20 percent higher. 

11 0 Mr. MURTHA. And the bottom line. how do they compare 

111 with areas that don't have radiation? 

1 , 2 Dr. WACHHOLZ. With respect to the southern islands at 

113 tnewetak Atoll, they are well within U.S. exposure 

114 standards. Woell belew Us, eMpesw•• s*end••4e. 

1 15 With respect to the island o:f Enjebi, 
IT IJ 
~hey •~e above U.S. 

116 exposure standards. 'ft with respect to Bikini Atoll. M.a.a 
IK lllU1e."' TU( l.S4.ll,..D!> 

117 .... ,b there is only one situation WA••• ~hey a:re o:r could 

"" 
118 be within U.S. exposure standards. and that would have a 

119 number of restrictions associated with it, speci:fically :fo:r 

120 the Island o:f Eneu. 

12 1 
P60fJ.C 

Thef~would have to :reside solely on tneu) i;;:roximately 

122 50 pe:rcent o:f thei:r diet would have to be :f:rom imported 

123 :foods, and the:re would have to be :rather -~~iR!•ftt 

124 :restrictions~ visiting~ othe:r islands o:f the atoll, 

""'""i;, 125 specifically Bikini Island, ...S no :food eaten :from Bikini 

126 Island. 

127 

1zs 

129 

130 

1 31 

61J•il 1$J,.4AJ() 

With those :fou:r M!l•!l!'i:e•i.eaG, constz:aints- nae could fall ,. 
within the U.S. exposure stand2:rds. .,, .... 

Mr. MURTHA. Is t~is a final report? For instance, you 

find 15, 20 percent highe:r radiation levels with new data. 

L 
Is it possible that you coud again have the same problem, 

~ 
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132 that more data would increase the amount on the atolls where 

133 there is low radiation? 

134 Di:. WACHHOLZ. In terms of the data base which is 

135 
r~1t1WT13rj 

currently available, our peeple in the laboratory believe 

136 that they have the total data base for both Enewetak and 

137 Bikini at this time. 

138 This became complete roughly a year ~go or thereabouts. 

139 w~ich led to the increase in the estimates at Enewetak. But 

140 the Bikini numbers should be final. I have been assured of 

141 that. 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

Mr. MURTHA. When will you survey the next time? 

Dr. WACHHOLZ. Bikini? 

+r the 

Public 

Pli-~8P Sl-'i 
U.S. GovernmentAwould 

~HJ· r-rol-1.Law 96-205, ~a~ east 

We p1obably would 9tit~ep, pet 

surve per the provisions of 
! ,..,. Iii 

once every five yearsA minimum. 

Mr. MURTHA. There is no need to survey the ones where 

147 the radiation is below? 
It.I 1'f' ;i ll f JP t' '1 "1" 0 

148 Dr. WACHHOLZ. Aft\'e southern islands of Enewetak, we 

149 really don't see any need to survey those in the same manner 

150 right now. Certainly when the coconut trees mature and 

151 other food crops mature and so ... we can see that there 

152 would be some interest in doing some sampling at that time. 

153 Mr. MURTHA. Two other ~uestions. One: Are there any . . .. ,· 

154 other atolls in the northern Marshalls that you have not 

155 surveyed, or that you have surveyed and you haven't 

156 mentioned the results? 
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157 

158 

159 

160 

1 6 1 

162 

163 

A fOt Dt u. .. o (,/ c, IH .. 
Mells we conducted survey of 11 atolls and 

; "' 
D:r. WACHHOI.Z. 

two islands as part of the northern Marshall Islands 
• wr ""' .,. "'I 3 11 tp"T' E &. 

radiological survey. I would defer to Mr. Deal. " ~ 
Mr. DEAL. Thank you. We provide~ ~he e'the1: -tla~ ~r. 

Chairman. •Ad , .. :i:ezdup0he final report o:f the external ---radiation doses o:f that survey rt s 1e~~ 11 __ °C; ~---
There will be a number of copies available in ~ short 

164 period of time. We have a second printing. 

165 
cf Ot>C.SfJ 1 'r Pl;.£.SF,N...,. .-.;1"r/'1 

The report~ the survey ••dn·~ wtt.tis us any surprises. We 
fl ~ ~ 

166 found the radiation essentially where we expected to find 

167 it. This survey has provided a guideline for the internal 

168 dose s~udies and the things Dr. Wachhol: was talking about. 

16~ So I think we have a very extensive base of information ~ 
rr1;~ 

170 document; and showj the condition o:f those atolls today, the 
J'\ 

171 ones that did get radiation and those that didn't. 

172 Mr. MURTHA. Why do we have high radiation levels on some 

173 atolls. and others. we don't? For instance. Enewetak. I 

174 would have thought. would have been much higher, but it is 

175 at a satisfactory level. Why is that? 

176 Mr. DEAL. It has to do with the conditions of the 

177 testing at the time. When the weapons testing program was 

178 going on in the early •sos. *'wees, and late '40s. there .. ,. 

179 were certain atolls that they conducted nuclear tests on. 

180 I think there were, I have :forgotten exact numbers, but 
~&::c 

181 there were around 100 s-n:&t in a number of places there, with 
~ 
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182 

183 

185 

186 

187 

188 

189 

the bulk of them being~Bikini and 

At Enewetak Atoll. th~y used 

why you have 

They planPl@d 

~Acu:-·olV 

the~pr~bl~ms there. 
"".: f (:_ f ';_ i-' <./,., [. !J 

the3R t.es:t-'l' in such ., 

fj-foJ/s 
Enewetak. 

A Fo12.. -rJ-1!5! -rG1rs, 

the no:rthe:rn islandJ. 1'hat is 
~. IA,... i fr(. l. I ~J ~ 

!ha l was .. "(he shot isl~~
0

dJ
1

"~ ~-;-
,, /.. <;,f- ~ 

a way that the wind would 
MI.IC. f.i 

ca:rry the fallout out t~ ~ea, so they did not getf\.:fallout in 
T 11 tr- '!: o v 'r/J ! ,:c_"' /J '- Fl "" o 5 /:t r c µ £ ~ £ r ,. I( Pl 7 ct L • 
t..l\esa area-&. 

That is basi~e\!y the reason. Bikini was the same way. 

Mr. MURTHA. M%. deYoung, what activities is the 

190 Department of Int~~ior engaged in with :regards to the 

191 affected atolls? 

192 Mr. DEYOUNG. By ''a:f:fected atolls.•• I assume you a:re 

1~3 refe:rring to Bikini, Enewetak and p:robably Rongelap and 

1~4 Uti:rik in which we actually had some :fallout occu:r~ni/that 

195 di:rectly affected the people. 

196 The people 0£ Bikini and Enewetak we:re not a££ected by the 

197 :fallout. They had been relocated and so were outside 0£ the 

198 :fallout a:rea. 

199 With resp~ct to Rongelap and Uti:rik, a medical monito:ring 

200 p:rogram has been under way since 1954. This has been 

201 conducted under the auspices o:f the Depa:rtment o:f Ene:z:gy. 

202 

203 

In :recent yea:rs. Cong:ress has appropriated :funds :fo:r 
+f.I}~ ·,.~··r-i-rLJ.11 - '\ 

compensation fo:z:A~ fallout.~~~tim"'.7 I am pleased to 

204 :repo:rt that the compensation is up to date. and the:re is at 

205 

206 

the p:resent time adequate reserve in the :fund, we. thiJ\k. to 
a ~j .L..1. Lf> .. T. l :_t (_,. 

coverA~ew cases that might occur within the coming~yea:rs. 
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207 The Enewetak people. and you will be hearing •ore directly 

208 from them later on this aorning, have been zetuzned to the 

209 southern islands of Enewetak. 

210 They actually returned in two groups. Hal£ of them 

211 returned last April. The second half zeturned in October. 

212 They are occupying new communities in the southern islands 

213 of Enewetak and Medren, and a small island, Japtan. 

214 Since the crops in the southern island are not yet 
~ 

215 bearing~ it will be another six or seven years before that 

216 occurs. you have a situation where you have a new community, 

2 17 but no £ood er ops. no trees, little or no shade, [!_o tha iJrhe 

218 people of Enewetak havEalways anticipated they would 
M:&_ 

219 continue '(trobabl_i] to use 'the islHai UjelangA on which they 

220 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

have been residing for the last several decades as a 

community to which they would go to gather food. 
~ n.~0~-· 

Possibly some of them~live~foi various periods 0£ time. 

The group that went back to Enewetak last year decided they 

would try on a trial basis, fo1 three to £our aonths, to see 
~.:.1..·,._. 

if they really could a~apt to~hi§1 brand new community that 
~l'v .CA!--f- _,: / ~ -p_~~f •:,.) . 

doesn't have trees and/\tJ.:i:A!& liJle this.. 

The bulk of the group seems to have decided that it is 
-b> h~ ;_,'...(, f' IL ,0. ~M,.t;;...f J -M..~(.., "'1-

feasible I\ probably with some z:e taut lo~Ujelang. A month 
.. .. 

ago, approximately 90 of the ~newetak people returned to 

230 Ujelang. We don't know precisely what the·Ujelang Council 

231 has in mind} whether [.hey will set ui]a revolving group that 
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232 •oves back and forth~ 'this is something that they will be 

233 telling us in the future. 

234 The Bikini problem is still before us. We had, as the 

235 committee knows, originally proposed to aove the people back 

236 to the Island of Bikini. That program was completely washed 

237 out sevexal years ago when it was leaxned that the food 

238 intake on the Island of Bikini. thxough the plants, was such 

239 that Bikini Island simply could not be used fox habitation 

240 

241 

242 

243 

245 

246 

247 

248 

ox for agxicultuxal purposes. 

~nd I thinkjfhe estimates 

understanding, are still valid 

U...a ~-
at that time"' l&n!i to my 

-f I -fat.e. ,'-"·"""-• 
today,~it will be 60 to 90 

yea?s befo?e the Island 0£ Bikini can be used. 

The Island of Eneu, which was somewhat south of the 1954 

fallout, I think something like seven miles south of Bikini 

Island, did not ?eceive as much fallout. t / .. 
,? 'i~ c. (..{... ~ >' t'--

As Dr. Wachholz eaxlier indicated,Aunder certain ~~nt 

conditions. possibly could be used for at least some 

249 resettlement. I say ''some.'' because there is a question 

250 as to whether that small island could support all of the 

251 Bikinians. even if the..- stringent regulations could be met. 

252 I must say very candidly, there is some feeling that the 

253 stxingent regulations that muit be followed are of such a 

254 nature that they cannot- be guaranteed in the futuxe. 

255 This originally led the Department to not consider Eneu as 

256 a place of xesettlement. The people of Bikini, however. 
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257 

258 

259 

t~c:-~.,,j '"' c.o"'s1.11..,,,,,0>1 wr-r,,. e:cu-..$e4. !=oil.,~,. t3t1&11>J1 l'tof'J. ·: 
t.~i.1r.,1.A-r~P1JJT1e1J'AT'£O 1t.•!J11't'f"10~ Do.rt;s IJAJOC°fl •· 

HAP133080v1t"1111.1~ ~11nA1&, 01+rr~RJ.J5 -~1&1-i ""'"fiGE'°£Ai£''1' 'r1-t&. 

~<;· '!:L/:M.AJ'r 0,. ~~'"' ~Jl-lfAJO /J,,J1'f'•1t.1 LJ,,._ G•P~,,·tt.F. ,.,,..,'f'5, 
, If r::. .5 '= ~ .4 l..c ...... r.I ' ' 0 "".5 -----___;;;··~·:._---~--

asked £or that decision to be reconsidered, aRt-±hart~led to 
fl. 

the dose assessment work that Dr. Wachhol2 mentioned a 

little earlier. 

260 The people of }inewetak an~ Bikini, and their legal 
~~ 

261 adviser, «il!ASZS have zetained independent scientific 

262 consultants who will be examining the zesults done by the 

263 Department of Energy, and will be advising the people of 

264 Bikini on those zesults later this year. 

265 In the interim period, wel!~ have a program of temporary 

266 zehabilitation ~n Kili Island• ..S v/e are looking forward to 

267 Tuhat we cal~ a long-range rehabiliation of Kili, since it 

268 appears Kili must be used for a considerable period of time. 

269 The details on those programs can be addressed by Mr. 

270 High, the acting Deputy Commissioner, because he has some 

271 last-minute details on that particular program. 

272 I would be very happy to have him answer. 

273 Mr. MURTHA. Mr. High. 

271.i Mr. HIGH. Yes, Mr. Chairman. It is a little difficult 

275 to hear back there with our backs to Mr. deYoung. As I 

276 understand, the question is on Kili. is that correct? 

277 I have, Mr. Chairman, a report. I have also visited Kili 

278 one time in furtherance of th~ payment which was made by the 
~·· .. 

279 United States Congress .. I turned out to be the messenger 

280 with the money, which was a very popular task, I can tell 

281 vou. 
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282 So I have done that Dn behalf of the Congress. The 

283 statement I have from the fozmer High Commissionez. Mr. 

284 Winkle. could, perhaps. be basically zead oz paraphrased. 

285 But it is this. that in conjunction with the people of 

286 Bikini. theze have been a number of actions taken in the 

287 past few years and recently to try and ease the conditions 

288 that they face there. 

289 As you know. four months of the year. there are very harsh 

290 waves that they encounter and the island becomes practically 

291 inaccessible for the field trip ships. 

292 I encountered that, myself. We had to lay off the island 

293 for some time before we could get ashore. I personally 

294 watched the boat tip. People scattered every which 

295 direction. outboard engines going up in the air. A very 

296 dangezous situation. 

297 We were delayed in our departure about two days even 

298 getting off the island. This was in January. You can't 

299 quite appreciate it until you experience it. in water up to 

300 here. 

301 You had videotapes yesterday. I have some I took when I 

302 was out there just foz farm purposes. I don't have them 

303 here, but they are very graphic when you see what they do . . 
304 So High Commissioner Winile, and certainly I, myself, 

305 reali:e that there are conditions that need to be mitigated 

306 and lessened if the people are to stay there for a 
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307 continuing length of time. 

308 So that is the basis from which I am sure Mi:. Winkle was 

309 wo::z:kin~. As you know, there have been visits to othei: 

310 sites. altei:nate :resettlement sites. They have been 

311 basically unsuccessful. 

312 The people and leaders have viewed locations in Hawaii, 

3131 Wake Island. there was an over-flight of Palmyi:a. ls I 

314 understand it, the air :field was such that the militai:y 

315 plane that had the :representatives on it could not land, so 

316 they did net actually land on the island. 

317 They over-flew it but because o:f the distance from the 

318 area to which they are used to living, some other things, it 

319 simply did not appear to be a :feasible site :for them. 

320 

321 

322 

They felt it would be too isolated. So :from the places we 

have looked at, it appears until they can i:etui:n to their 
t,·Q\· 

oi:iginal homeland, Kiki appears to be it at the moment, at 

323 least, realistically speaking. It isn't a very popular 

324 decision. 

325 Mi:. MURTHA. What is the distance you a::z:e talking about? 

326 Mi:. HIGH. You mean with Palmyi:a? 

327 Mi:. MURTHA. Yes. 

328 Mi:. HIGH. I think it is..: ~000 miles OJ: something :f i:om 
4 ..... 

329 Hawaii. It is quite a ways away. As :fai: as the :facilities 

330 on Kili. my own personal impression when I want ashore was 

331 that the housing is very good, but it is wood construction, 
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961 select an independent. non-u.s. Government scientist to 

962 validate, review and assEss DOE's zadiological studies 0£ 

963 Bikini. 

96~ The Bikinians have selected Epidemiology Resources, Inc. 

965 CERI> 0£ Boston, Massachusetts. led by Dz. Henry I. Kohn, 

966 pro£essor emeritus at Harvard Medical School. to conduct 

967 this r~view. 

968 Phase I 0£ the zeview. to be £unded by DOE, will involve 

969 the preparation of a technical scientific evaluation of 

970 DOE's conclusions. 

971 Phase II. to be £unded by DOI, will involve the 

972 preparation of a bilingual lay booklet £or the Bikinians and 

973 a visit to Kili by ERI to explain its conclusions and 

97~ recommendations and to answer questions the Bikinians aay 

975 have. 

976 This work is ready to be conducted immediately, and a trip 

977 to Kili has been tentatively scheduled £oz the late fall. 

978 It is hope that ERI's project will constitute the final word 

979 for now on the radiological safety of Bikini and Eneu. 

980 As a brief update on where the independent assessment 

981 stands, DOI has acknowledged a willingness to support this 

982 Phase II aspect, the preparat~on of a booklet £or the 
,· 

983 Bikinians and a visit b~ the scientists to Kili. 

98~ ls to Phase I. the technical report, to be funded by DOE. 

985 we have not yet reached an agreement with DOE on the exact 
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986 level 0£ £unding and the exact scope 0£ the work to be 

987 per£ormed. 

988 We are hope£ul to get this resolved just as soon as 

989 possible, meaning in the next 10 days, because the project 

990 really should go ahead. 

991 DOE has its budgetary constraints. We are trying to pare 

992 this down to the simplest review possible that still aeets 

993 the critera set £orth in the settlement agreement, which is 

99~ to provide an independent assessment for the Bikinians. 

995 The last area 0£ needed appropriations is ongoing costs 

996 and activities. including travel and related expenses. 

997 improved educational £acilities on Kili, contingency 

998 £unding, the health care program referred to earlier, 

999 periodic radiological surveys 0£ Bikini Atoll and updated 

1000 radiation dose assessments. 

1001 Mr. MURTHA. I would like you to provide some detailed 

1002 in£ormation £or the record, breaking down the various 

1003 suggestions you have and estimated costs 0£ those 

100~ suggestions. 

1005 Mr. W£ISGALL. I will do so, and provide that to the 

1006 committee shortly. 

1007 [The informRtion £ollows: J 
.. ~ ,· 

1008 

1009 **********COMMITTEE INSERT ********** 
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332 wood with tin and so forth. 

333 It wouldn't last through one typhoon on Saipan, hut a lot 

334 of things don't. They don't normally have typhoons in this 

335 area, but we have had high winds of late. 

336 We had tidal wave action a few years ago, waves came up 

337 and washed the temporary platforms off the foundations. I 

338 saw that, or effects of it. 

339 St they do have wind and do need to be prepared against 

~40 t~e fact that you might get a real typhoon out there and the 

341 people would have nothing but wood houses to protect them. 

342 In that regard, there is a community center, typhoon 

343 shelter combinations, a building which was being constructed 

344 while I was there. 

345 I would say it is very well-constructed. It has huge pre-

346 fabbed, pressed-wood beams. It looks like one of these 

347 steel buildings with the steel work inside it, only it's 

348 done out of wood. 

349 It looked to me like it would stand about anything that 

350 would come along. That is the only building constructed to 

351 that degree of strength on the island that I saw. 

352 Mr. MURTHA. How many people can get inside the building? 

353 Mr. HIGH. I am sure the~representatives from Kili can 

354 tell you better than I. but it looked to me like everyone 

355 could get in. 

356 It's a huge structure. It looked like you could play 
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357 basketball. It's a pretty big building. There are 

358 approximately 68 temporary houses, cook houses, showers, 

359 three classzooms, an access road. 

360 I am not quite suze what that refers to. There is a zoad 

361 that runs down the middle of the housing area. When I say 

362 ''road,'' when I was there, it consisted of basically sand. 

363 I mean, it was difficult to walk in. So I am not sure what 

364 the access zoad is. 

365 Someone from Kili, I think, would be better equipped to 

366 tel you about that. 

367 Mr. MURTHA. Do you have vehicles there? 

368 Mr. HIGH. When I was there, the only vehicle I saw was a 

369 tracto~ with a front-end loader that was used by the 

370 contractor, Holmes t Harver, who were doing work on the 

371 island. That would zun up and down occasionally. 

372 While I was theze, I walked and everyone I saw was 

373 walking. I don't know if that situation has changed, but 

374 there is no paving I saw. 

375 The storm shelter I see mentioned here is ~000 square 

376 feet, this building I was telling you about. The runway 

377 that has been requested, the airstrip, was the subject of a 

378 contract signed by High Commis~ioner Winkle the day before 
p 

379 he left office, about three days before I left for 

380 Washington. 

381 It is with, I think, AIC. American International 
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382 Contzactozs. I believe that is who it is with. l gentleman 

383 name~Tolkoes. They have done work there and quite 

384 successfully. 

385 They a%e al%eady purchasing equipment, aohilizing gear. 

386 and ready to go in and do the work. I have talked with 

387 them. They aze going to, of course, use people from Kili to 

388 assist with the construction. 

389 Inteznational Bzidge Corporation. It used to be with lIC. 

390 but it's split off. That has been signed. The project is 

391 bonded, so theze should be no difficulty in seeing it 

392 thzough to completion. It is planned to begin by the end of 

393 May. 

394 So as far as mobili:ing, they are doing that now. So 

395 that's co%zect. This shows a completion date of September, 

396 this yeaz. I am not sure that is still correct. I don't 

397 recall. 

398 Mr. MURTHA. Do they have the same weather problems there 

399 we weze talking about yesterday? 

400 MI. HIGH. Well, you have rain. But throughout the Tzust 

401 Territory, you have a dry season, a wet season, a trade wind 

402 season and so forth. The main problem on Kili, as I 

403 undezstand, is the wind, winter trade winds that whip the 

404 seas up. 
' .. . -

405 You can't get onshore with equipment. Once that season is 

406 over, I wouldn't think you would have much problem. Getting 
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407 equipment on and off can be a problem. 

408 Sitting at the desk, I don't know how they do it. In 

409 addition to the airstrip, also a part of this s.s aillion 

410 contract, and it is a 3000 foot airstrip we are talking 

411 about. there will also be a replacement or repair of certain 

412 facilities that were damaged in the wave action in December. 

413 There i~ also supposed to be some kind of an air support 

414 terminal. I think that is a pretty fancy term for what will 

415 probably simply be a place to be out of the weather while 

416 you are waiting for the plane. 

417 Again. I am not really conversant with the deta~ls of 

418 that. I know the High Commissioner felt that the, that one 

419 important aspect of all this is that was developed through 

420 the joint efforts of the people of Kili, their Council and 

421 High Commissioner's Office and Interior, the territories. 

422 He spent more time on the Marshalls and Enewetak and so 

423 forth than any other area. 

Mr. MURTHA. How do you get around these different 

425 islands if you don't have an airport? 

426 Mr. HIGH. You go by field ship. We have several 

427 assigned in the Marshall Islands. 

428 Mr. MURTHA. How big a ~hip is it? . . . -
429 Mr. HIGH. I am not much on tonnage. It looks like a 

430 small freighter. It has passenger cabins. maybe three or 

431 four. Everything else is deck space. 
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432 Those ships at this ~oint we%e in good shape. The p%oblem 

q33 is the fuel and so forth to keep them moving. 

Mr. MURTHA. When you are finished with this 

435 construction, will you have any rehabilitation money left, 

436 or does that use it all up? 

Mr. HIGH. We had $750,000 left in that account, and this 

q38 is 500. So we will have a couple hundred thousand left, as 

439 I understand it. 

But that is the idea. Other than that, the next step, 

qq1 then. would be some kind of a master plan, similar to what 

qq2 was done on Enewetak. 

qq3 That is the next step. The Department is working on that 

4qq now. Its scope has been basically prepared, but they still 

4q5 have to go into the master plan, AtE, what they need, how 

446 they are going to do it. 

447 That is if this is going to be a place of some permanency. 

448 Mr. MURTHA. When will the master plan be completed? 

Mr. HIGH. I would have to defer to Mr. deYoung on that. 

450 Mr. DEYOUNG. The master plan, as indicated, is in the 

q51 scoping stage. One of the problems has been, originally, 

452 the people of Bikini requested that part of the master plan 

453 be the possible use also of Eneu Island. 
' ~ 

q5q Since we have not as yet been able to determine whether 

455 Eneu Island will be part of that master plan, we have been 

456 delaying the actual implementation of preparing the master 
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457 plan until that particular segment is resolved. 

458 This does not mean that the part of the •aster plan 
• r. !,.~(. ~...,v 

459 involving the permanent rehalf"of Kili Island, and a small 

460 island called Ejit, which is off of the Majuro in the aain 

461 district center, will be held in abeyance. 

462 But an overall master plan will not be complete until we 

463 know whether Eneu is going to be part of it or not part of 

464 ,../ j;.,.Lv .... .!-~' t'~ 
-~ - ~ 
aetuallYJ will determine 

i t • f:._ •, .1J , I /, h , • 
-.:::,.... , •. -,- - • .: ' ( ~ .. :.4. oLAo"\ l 

(!ecause that the number of houses. 465 

466 for example, you would put on ~Kili, and other facilities. 
~ :_. 1--.~J.. )iJo ... ..,/.L't,. /-.'.+I J 

467 The chances are that Eneu wewid not be part of 'f!lt; 

468 We hope to resolve this aspect shortly. ls the acting 
<·:r•H1~ 

469 ~High Commissioner indicated, the current fund. the 
flu w 

470 resettlement account, is nearing exhaustioJl(.fAgetting pretty 

471 close to the end of it. 

472 The Budget Officer of the Trust Territories does have some 

473 information, I believe, that could be useful in indicating 

474 what {lossibl!l ongoing costs are needed) - would be needed in 

475 carrying out a master plan. and also the interim work that 

476 has to be done until we get a final Bikini resettlement 

477 program in operation. 

478 Mr. MURTHA. Mr. deYounj., Public Law 96-205, passed March 

479 12, 1980, requires the Secretary of Interior to submit a 

480 plan to Congress no later than January 1st of this year for 

481 medical care and treatment for people affected by nuclear 
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482 weapons testing. 

483 Has that plan been submitted to Congress? 

1'1J:. DEYOUNG. Yes, Mx. Chaixman. A preliminary report 

485 was submitted to Congress on January 7, 1981 .... I .... have 

486 an additional copy here [.us~for the convenience o:f the 

487 committee. 

488 The report submitted to Congress was not a final plan. the 

489 reason being that Public Law 96-205, mandating the plan. had 

490 certain language over which there have been varied 

491 interpretations, and differences o:f opinion• (!n~ I may say 

492 vexy strong diffexences o:f opinion, between the individual 

4~3 peoples involved, their legal representatives, various 

494 Federal agencies, and the government of the Marshall 

495 Islands. 
~ 

496 So what we presented to Congress on January 7 was [!om.i} 

497 preliminary conclusions. The Department neither endorses 

498 nor rejects these at this time. They are not inl!:rrj] final 

49~ form. 

500 We do :feel that the original legislation requires 

501 clarification. I can tell you very briefly what the 

502 preliminary proposals indicated. l!_c1atis!j11}iere are roughly 

503 anywhere :hom 25eti~o:ba:bi"~ to.,, 3000 people involved :from the 

504 :fou:i: named atolls, ){ot all li~·~ng on the atolls today, ~ 
SOS ~eMiRg £:coll' the atoll~ many o:f those are scattered in othex 

S06 rarts o:f the t!tellli) 'fUt'. ·....:..iu1.._{_,~ 

·' '! j 
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507 

508 

509 

510 

512 

513 

514 

515 

516 

517 

518 

519 

520 

You may have more Rongelapese living away :from Rongelap 
~ 

Island than actually on it. lhe only exception {ieinij the 

people of Enewetak that have been an integrated group and 

have. in the main. lived together and stayed together. 
2)_"/i;dv · 

This is not the =ase with the people of {iitewatak_] 

Rongelap. or the people of Bikini, ift which 1"here are 3- to 

400 Bil~inia!;-;;~ty frorn Bikini Island at the present time. 
~-:~ '/, ( .( ,ht.; 

The contractor who ~e• ~the health aspect of the 

proposal drew one up which said it would be almost 
II ,,., / Jr, • I,~ .,/ ' ' . s ~4-~ 

impossible to divejt special care :for the91e/\people :from the 

overall care the Marshall Island Government Health Service 

provides, becaµse these people are all over the place. 
_i~cJ· ._,../I I.~ (•.j I t_;J_ t!- ';h<" ~z~: '"' 

~j tee~drew up a p~oposal in which health care would be 

provided in essence for the Marshall Islands. but which 2--~ 

521 would cover the provisions of Public Law 96-205. The cost 

522 estimate of that for the :first year was S11 million. 

523 Mr. MURTHA. How are they going to do it? 

524 Mr. DEYOUNG. It would be done by, essentially. upgrading 

525 the current Marshall Island Government health systern. Out 

526 of that S11 million. $3 million would be provided by the 
.if.-c.J 

527 Marshall Island Government from •he~ regular operating 

528 budget. ·.: ..: .... 

529 

530 

There would have t~ be a supplement of $8 million. If you 
/ /t' f,, Y...w ._ <-:.- ,lf)~o· 

did a similar-type~upgrading program~for the people of the 

531 :four atolls named in the bill, regardless of where they 
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532 

533 

S34 

535 

S36 

537 

wexe. ~ft etfter we~ds.--n-ot-~nly on 
-t:~ 

Maxshalls. whj~~ would 

""the ~ux atolls. but ali-

O."& i the necessitate lmexican 
'1).,,1., /~ -. J~. 

doctoxs, a medical-type ship to go axou~d~ °fhe cost was 

estimated at S10.6 million. of which 3 million also would 

come fxom the Maxshall Island Govexnment. 
1-Uf-+~ 

In other woxds. those twonwere faixly equal. We wexe also 

538 asked by some of the paxticipants, what would it cost if you 

539 pxovided special caxe only fox the people living physically 
N .. ' ./ 

/r.i" "-''~ 
540 on the foux~atolls? 

)J t<{ 

~41 To do thatAwould need, again. ~!Eadin!J Amexican 

S42 physicians, a ship to take the medical teams axound, 

543 upgxarled dispensaries. That cost was estimated at xoughly 

545 

546 

547 

548 

549 

550 

551 

552 

553 

S2.8 million a year. which would be completely subsidized by 

the U.S. Govexnment. I 1 . ,,. I I - ' It·' . t"-· ./,. A ,J ( ~ ·-~~ ""..... 1--~ 

I would like to note, however, that~.az:t wo~ld 'pxovide 
I 

A'f1~t' 

care only fox a pexson tnat was physically living on one of 

those foux islands. If you were a fallout victim living in 
AA-~ , ,_t!~,nJ ,:/.1 

Majuxo, undex this ~in~ you wouldn't get any special 

treatment. 

If you wexe a Bikinian living elsewhere, you wouldn't get 

any special txeatment. you would simply have to go to the 

Majuxo Hospital and get 1ialis treatment thexe. 
·-

S54 Mx. MURTHA. How does fhe Interiox Department intend to 

SSS make a decision, and when; and then when will you get the 

556 appxopxiation xequest up to us? 
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557 Mr. DEYOUNG. '[11 zighiJ Since, as I indicated, there is 

558 this widely divergent zange of opinions, particularly 

559 amongst the affected people themselves and their legal 

560 zepresentatives, and the Marshall Island Government, as well 

561 as Federal entities, we are proposing to ask for 

562 clarification of the language in this section of Public Law 

563 96-205. 

564 ~~~ will be submitting some ideas for clarification 

565 within the next several months. Once that clarification is 

566 obtained from the Congress, and we know precisely what the 

567 Congress had in mind as to what should be covered, we then 

568 are prepared to redraft a suitable health care program 

569 within the parameters that are established more clearly. 

570 And at that point, when that plan is agreed upon by the 

571 Department of Energy, would look at it from a funding point 

572 of view. 

573 I would defer to the Department of Energy at this point. 
At 

574 because the law at this tim~ designates ti:te:a as the funding 

575 entity. 

576 Dr. WACHHOLZ. Dr. Burr. 

577 Dr. BURR. If the law remains with the stipulation that 

578 the program is to be planned ~d managed by Interior. but 

579 funded by Department of .Energy, which is a little unusual as 

580 to management--

581 Mr. MURTHA. Why is it set up that way? 
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582 D%. BURR. That is something I can't answer. M%. 

583 Chairman. I really don't know the logic in setting the bill 

584 up that way. But if it does zemain that way, then, of 

585 course, it would be the responsibility of the Department of 

586 Energy to come forward with--

587 M:z::. MURTHA. What has the Department of Energy got to do 

588 with this? I don't understand this. I understand what it 

589 says, you are supposed to fund it. But why are you funding 

590 it? 

591 Dr. BURR. The only answer I can give you, Mr. Chairman, 

592 is, that is the way the law reads. 

593 The law says, for some reason or other, that the 

594 Department of Energy would seek the money. 

595 D:z::. WACHHOLZ. Mr. Chairman. if I could ;ust add a 

596 
~ OMM f:.1o1 'r 

•·h1temeat to that. The only amplification that I could 

597 
AT"'~'( 

offer is~~in some of the legislative history of 

"""' 
the la/ 

598 the:z::e is reference to the fact that ~ law is a follow-on 

599 ••~wi1aaeft'"t to the U.S. nuclear weapons activity. 

600 

601 

602 

M%. MURTHA. Which was run by the Department of Energy. 
T'HfS& ;u.-r1J1'r1&s ~i;;.llL e.c"1Qi.J<,.'r{.J) J'JH& ,,~.,.·~ !;tJr:~"I" 

( n·11· .. ·~···""' jllT"f,.wr ~ ,., 
Dr. WACHHOLZ. ~ntly by the Department of Energy and 

~ A 
"11-il 1'"1-JtS RtStoo'-'l.1~1•11''t1 

Depa:z::tment of Defense. A•vox~iAfl}'u t~ has been allocated 

" 
603 to the Depa:z::tment of Energy, apparently. But that is the 

·.: 
604 only suggestion I can offer.~ 

605 Mr. MURTHA. It l~oks to me, Mr. deYoung, like you are 

606 talking about three months, you will have your proposal on 
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607 health care. 

608 Then you will have a clarification which will take several 

609 •onths. Then. of course. the funding apparatus will take 

610 some time. 

611 What happens to the people in the meantime? 

612 

613 

614 

Mr. DEYOUNG. 

we have in the past. 

~o~ Rongelap and 

In the interim period, we will proceed as 

t1edic~itoring o:f the(fel J urt 

Utirik~ will continue. 

615 Ii they need medical care directly related to the fallout. 

616 that will be provided by Department of Energy. If they need 

617 routine medical care. and that can be taken care of by the 

618 Marshall Island Health Service. they will be referred to the 

619 Marshall Island health program. 

620 M:r. MURTHA. Which. according to the testimony yesterday, 

621 is not in the best condition. 

622 Mr. DEYOUNG. I think, Mr. Chairman--

623 Mr. MURTHA. They showed slides of the hospital. 

624 Mr. DEYOUNG. I think. Mr. Chairman. the slides yesterday 

625 were from Palau. The Marshall Island health system. 

626 obviously, needs upgr~ding. The Marshall Island Delegation 

627 is here. 

628 later. 

I would prefer that they speak to this issue 
..: .. ,. 

629 Mr. MURTHA. How is Palau compared to the rest 0£ the 

~30 islands there? How is their facility compared to the 

631 others? 
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632 Mr:. DEYOUNG. Palau's facility, at the present time, . 
M:V .a..._., 

633 t!,'\he~ Uu 0 the Max.s.halls. &Ee the el3hospital1 built 15 to 

634 20 years ago. 

635 Mr:. MURTHA. What I am trying to do, though, is get a 

636 picture. Is this the same; is this worse; or: is this better: 

637 than the other hospitals? 

638 Mr. DEYOUNG. In Palau? 

639 Mr:. MURTHA. Yes. What I saw, how do you compare it with 

640 the other hospitals? 

Mr:. HIGH. Mr:. Chairman, I have been to all of them at 

642 one time or: another. In Ponape, we have a new hospital. It 

643 is a very good facility. The problem is maintenance. I was 

641.1 

645 

646 

6'47 

told by an individual in the last 30 days that it is 

starting to get dirty and going downhill. 

This isn • t really funding, just keeping i
1
t

1 
clean. 

u~ 
Nevertheless, the basic structure is good. laptan..has a new 

648 hospital. In Palau, I have seen some construction there. I 

649 think it is an out-patient facility. The basic structure is 

650 poor and needs to be upgraded. 

651 When you talk about a tin roof on a str:uctur:e, that is not 

652 necessarily bad. There are houses recently sold for 

653 $100,000 with tin roofs. But ~he hospital in Palau does 
:·"" 

65'4 definitely have to be improved and upgraded. 

655 The Marshalls Hospital is not a good situation. They have 

656 a plan coming before the High Commissioner's Office now, 
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657 OICC, to go wi~h a $4 million panel-type hospital. 

658 Mr. MURTHA. lre they wo%se then Palau 0% bette%? 

659 Mr. HIGH. In the Marshalls? I would say they are 

660 comparable. There are two 0£ those areas that need 

661 upgrading. 

662 The other in the trust te%%itory that is bad is the T%uk 

663 Hospital. 

664 Mr. MURTHA. I£ you gentlemen would stay, but just leave 

665 the table in case we %Un into any problems that we may have 

666 to ask you about, then we will ask the Bikini Delegation to 

667 come forward. 

668 Mr. HIGH. Mr. Chairman, one last point on the Marshalls 

669 Hospital. Mr. deYoung points out there is funding now 

670 available, $8 million available for the hospital in the 

671 Marshalls. 

672 Their current plans I saw a month ago show 4.4 is what 

673 they intend to spend on it. The question is whether it is 

674 going to be temporary, or permanent. 

675 Thank you. 
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;76 ..lednesday, '1ay 13, 1981 

677 THE BIKINI DELEGATION 

678 WITNESSES 

679 JONATHAN M. WEISGALL. COUNSEL TO THE PEOPLE or IIKIMI; 

680 TOMA~I JUDA. MAGISTRATE OF THE KILI/BIKIMI COUNCIL; 

681 NATHAN MOTE, COUNCIL SCRIBE; 

682 JOHNNY JOHMSOM, COUNCIL TREASURER; 

683 SENATOR HENCHI BALOS, ELECTED REPRESENTATIVE or THE PEOPLE 

684 OF BIRINI TO ~HE MARSHALL ISLANDS LEGISLATURE; AND 

685 JAMES HAMILTON, ES2.· 

.. .. , . 
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686 Mr. WEISGALL. Thank you. 

687 Mr. MURTHA. Mr. Weisgall, as I understand it. you are 

688 the attorney representing them. 

689 If you will introduce the other gentlemen at the table. I 

690 unders~and you also have a statement, is that accurate? 

~91 Mr. WEISGALL. That is correct. Mr. Chairman. The Bikini 

692 Delegation. just going from one end of the table to the 

693 other. at the far end is Nathan Hote, who is the scribe of 

694 the Bikini Council. 

695 Next to him is Mr. Johnson, the treasurer of the Bikini 

696 Council. In the middle is Tomaki Juda, who is the 

697 magistrate of the Bikinians. 

698 To my immediate right is Senator Henchi Balos, who is the 

699 elected representative of the people of Bikini to the 

700 Marshall Islands Legislature. 

701 And to my left is my colleague, James Hamilton. We are co 

702 counsel for the people of Bikini. 

703 Senator Balos would like to make a brief introductory 

704 remark. Then I would like to proceed with some prepared 

705 remarks. 

706 Mr. MURTHA. 

707 Senator BALOS. 

Proceed, Senator. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a great 
r 

708 honor for the leaders ot the people of Bikini to appear 

709 before your committee today on behalf of all the Bikini 

710 people. 
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711 Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to introduce to you the new 

712 committee, our legal advisers. who have been introduced by 

713 Mr. Weisgall. Mr. James Hamilton. Mr. John Weisgall. 

714 Mr. Weisgall has been our legal counsel for the past six 

715 years. He has visited us on the island a number of times. 

716 With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like, on behalf 

717 of my colleagues, to ask Mr. Weisgall to aake a statement on 

718 our behalf. 

719 

720 

721 

722 

Thank you. 

Mr. MURTHA. Thank you, Senator. 

Mr. Weisgall. 

Mr. WEISGALL. During the past year, Mr. Chairman, I have 

723 met regularly with the Bikini Council and members 0£ the 

724 Bikini community on Kili. and elsewhere, to review 

725 resettlement questions. 

726 I guess I have been to Kili three times in the last 12 

727 months. The community is somewhat dispersed. as you heard 

728 earlier this morning. 

729 Of the approximately 1000 Bikinians, the majority, about 

730 550 or so, live on Kili, another, oh, 250 or so, live on 

731 Majuro Atoll, a number 0£ them living on Ejit Island in 

732 Majuro. 

733 The remainder are scatter~d throughout the Marshall 

734 Islands. 

735 One has a strong sense of deja vu in appearing before this 
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736 subcommittee, which has actively followed the Bikini 

737 situation since 1978. 

738 Many 0£ the same questions raised in 1978, and again in 

739 1979 and 1980, remain unanswered today. In 1978, when the 

740 people living on Bikini Island were again moved of£ 

741 following disclosure that their body burdens of radioactive 

742 cesium-137 greatly exceeded Federal standards. the United 

743 states and Trust Territory Governments presented a document 

744 to the Bikinians stating that ''Some 0£ the Bikini people 

745 will choose to remain on Kili indefinitely, and the 

746 governments will accordingly undertake a program for.the 

747 permanent rehabilitation of Kili.'' 

748 In 1980, I outlined the details of a comprehensive 

749 rehabilitation program for Kili in testimony before this 

750 subcommittee. Yet little action has been taken in the last 

751 three years to improve the plight of the Bikinians. 

752 Immediate action to upgrade Kili and Ejit is urgently 

753 needed, since the United States has declared that Bikini 

754 Atoll is 0££-limits £or resettlement for 20 to 60 years. 

755 In May 1979, the Department of Energy wrote to the 

756 Interior Department concerning radiological conditions on 

757 Eneu. DOE stated that the de~zee of uncertainty in 

758 estimating long-term rapiation doses on Eneu was similar to 

759 the problems found on Enewetak Atoll. 

760 Based on these uncertainties. an Environmental Impact 
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761 Statement prepared for the resettlement of Enewetak had 

762 recommended a tightening of applicable U.S. radiation 

763 guidelines from 500 millirem per year to 250 aillirem. 

76 lf Applying the Enewetak criteria to Eneu, DOE concluded that 

765 ''Even with imported food, the radiation doses to the people 

766 on Eneu could not be expected to be in compliance with the 

767 Enewetak criteria fo~ about 20-25 years.'' 

768 

769 

770 

Even with the stringent conditions being met, the dose 

I 

\

predictions for Eneu would exceed the 250 millirem standard 

which had been adopted by the U.S. Government for Eneu. 

771 Some of the numbers are below 500, but every dose estimate 

772 we have seen and is contained in the DOE booklet prepared 

773 for the Bikinians, does have a predicted dose over 250 
------·---

77'4 millirem, even with these very stringent requirements being 

775 imposed. 

776 Based on this information which was first presented in 

777 preliminary form in May of '79, two years ago, the 

778 Department of Interior promptly informed the Bikinians, 

779 Congress and the High Commissioner of the Trust Territory 

780 that Eneu could no longer be considered as a resettlement 

781 site for the Bikinians. 

782 By letter dated June 1, 1~79, DOI wrote to the Bikini 

783 leaders, stating: 

78'4 ''All of us here deeply regret that Eneu Island cannot be 

785 used for residence for at least another 20-25 years, since 
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786 we understand the deep feelings of the people of Bikini and 

787 their hopes, that even though Bikini Island is not usable 

788 now, Eneu Island possibly might have been. This is not now 

789 possible.'' 

790 Similarly, in a report submitted to Congress one month 

791 later, pursuant to Public Law 95-348, DOI stated that there 

792 was ''no question that the Island of Eneu must be placed off 

793 limits as a place of residence for the Bikini people for at 

794 least another 20-25 years.'' 

795 Despite the United States' formal announcement in 1979 

796 that Eneu Island could not be resettled for at least another 

797 20-25 years. certain U.S. officials have inaccurately held 

798 out the hope that parts of Bikini Atoll can be resettled 

799 soon. 

800 For example. during a two-day dose assessment meeting held 

801 on Kili on October 8-9, 1980, called at the request of the 

802 people of Bikini to receive information from the U.S. 

803 Government regarding the radiological safety of Bikini 

804 Atoll, the United States failed orally or in writing to 

805 inform the Bikinians that their homeland could not be 

806 resettled for many years. 

807 To the contrary, a membe~of the DOE team at the dose .. 
808 assessment meeting stated unequivocally to the Bininians 

809 that he would not hesitate to live on Eneu with his family. 

'10 A bilingual booklet, given to you earlier this morning, 
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811 prepared by DOE, discussed only the application of the 

812 discarded 500 millirem standard. 

813 Mo mention was made of the 250 million standard adopted by 

814 the United States for evaluating living conditions on Bikini 

815 or Eneu, and no one poin~ed out that all of the booklet's 

816 predicted levels of exposure for Bikini and Eneu 

817 unacceptably exceeded the 250 millirem standard adopted by 

818 the U.S. Government. ____ , 
81~ At the meeting, one of the Bikini leaders, who was rather 

820 surprised at DOE's latest switch on Eneu, asked what had 

821 happened in the 15 months since the June 1, 1979 U.S. 

822 Government's letter to the Bikinians to change the statement 

823 in that letter that Eneu could not be resettled. 

824 The DOE spokesman replied that he was not aware of any 

825 such letter or position by the United States. 

826 This assessment was not disputed by the other six DOE 

827 officials and scientists, led by an acting Deputy Assistant 

828 Secretary, and the three DOI officials, led by a Deputy 

829 Assistant Secretary, who attended the dose assessment 

830 meeting. 

831 Mr. MURTHA. What was the date? 

832 Mr. WEISGAlL. The date of the dose assessment letter was 
-:: 

833 October 9, 1980. These kind~ of actions and statements by 

834 the United States are ~xtremely counterproductive, to say 

835 the least. They are wholly at odds with official U.S. 
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836 policy on Bikini and Eneu. 

837 They sadly raised false hopes among the Bikinians. 

838 Moreover--and perhaps aost un:fortunately--such views may have 

839 provided a reason :for the :failure of the United States to 

840 make Kili a permanent home :for the Bikinians. 

841 One depends on the other. Until a final decision is 

842 reached on Bikini and Eneu, it is difficult to go ahead with 

843 a decision. 

I have said this £or two years. The true facts must be 

8qs recogni:ed and dealt with. The o:f:ficial U.S. position 

846 regarding resettlement o:f Bikini and Eneu has not changed 

847 since June 1. 1979. Bikini is o:f:f limits :for at least 30 to 

848 60 years, and Eneu is off limits :for at least 20-25 years. 

849 The United States has stated :for several years that the 

850 Bikinians cannot return to their homeland. Nevertheless, it 

851 has :failed--until the last two weeks--to take any action to 

852 make the Bikinians' ''temporary'' home on Kili a more 

853 permanent one. 

854 Nearly three years ago, in testimony before this 

855 subcommittee. Magistrate Juda referred to his people as 

856 ''victims o:f bureaucratic incompetence.'' 

857 That assessment still applies today. It led the Bikini ans 
"'· 

858 to bring a lawsuit six years 
:.~ 

ago to force the United States 
. 

859 to conduct a thorough radiological survey o:f Bikini before 

860 continuing with the resettlement of the atoll. 
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861 Ml. MURTHA. Let me understand what you are saying. They 

!62 dld an initial assessment. Then after they were forced to 

863 do an additional detailed assessment, they found the higher 

864 levels of radiation, is that accurate? 

865 Mr. WEISGALL. That is correct. 

866 Mr. MURTHA. If it hadn't been for the lawsuit, they 

867 would not have found these higher levels of radiation, is 

868 that accurate? 

86~ Mr. WEISGALL. Well, there were signs before the lawsuit 

870 was brought that there were problems. That was why the 

871 lawsuit was brought. 

872 Mr. MURTHA. The question is, the government acted in 

873 response to the lawsuit. not on their own initiative. 

874 Is that what you are saying? 

875 Mr. WEISGALL. That is generally correct. There were 

876 trouble signs early on, but the resettlement was continued. 

877 That was held in limbo for a three- or four-month period. 

878 Then the lawsuit was brought, which said in essence, don't 

879 continue with the resettlement of Bikini until you conduct a 

880 thorough comprehensive radiological survey to see if it was 

881 safe. 

882 Mr. MURTHA. Was there a decision in the lawsuit? 

883 Mr. WEISGALL. Pursuant to the settlement in the lawsuit, 

884 the thorough radiological survey was conducted. That showed 

885 it was not safe and resettlement was stopped. 
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886 This assessment also compelled the people to bring a 

887 lawsuit two months ago seeking just compensation from the 

888 United States for the taking and destruction of Bikini Atoll 

889 and damages for breaches of fiduciary obligations owed to 

890 the Bikinians by the United States. This is a lawsuit born 

891 0£ frustrations. 

892 It is a last resort to force the United States to give the 

893 Bikinians what is justly due them. The lawsuit will be 

894 prosecuted vigorously. but it is not an excuse for Congress 

895 to avoid its responsibility to appropriate funds necessary 

896 for the current well-being of the people. 

897 Mr. MURTHA. How much money are you talking about here? 

898 Mr. WEISGALL. The lawsuit seeks damages and just 

899 compensation from the United States of a total of $450 

900 million. That is limited to the destruction and taking of 

901 Bikini ltoll. 

902 It is not related to any current obligations 0£ the United 

903 States to continue caring for the Bikinians in a Kili 

904 rehabilitation project. 

905 Two weeks ago. as you heard earlier. the High Commissioner 

906 awarded a contract to a private company in Guam to construct 

907 a 3000-foot coral airstrip on:~ili. This airstrip. when 

908 completed. will help make Kili more accessible. end the 

909 island's isolation and aid the people in case of food 

910 shortages or medical emergencies. 
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9 1 1 However, the funding of this airstrip and the construction 

912 of classxooms that were destroyed in a stotm last Decembet 

913 will virtually deplete the Bikini Resettlement 

914 Rehabilitation Account established in 1978 putsuant to 

915 Public Law 95-3~8 for the resettlement and telocation of the 

916 Bikini people. 

917 This fund must be teplenished as soon as possible in otder 

918 to carry out other Bikini projects that are long overdue. 

919 Among these projects, and you have heard of some of them 

920 already from the Interior witnesses, but among them are the 

921 preparation of a master plan for the rehabilitation of Kili 

922 and Ejit. Some preliminary scoping work has been completed, 

923 but a final master plan should be prepared. 

924 Implementation of the master plan, with the construction 

925 of housing and community facilities that will be more than 

926 temporary in nature. 

927 Continuation of food support for Kili. The present food 

928 program provides USDA food as a diet supplement. This USDA 

929 food is not meant to--and, in fact, does not constitute--

930 provide a balanced and nutritious diet for the Bikinians. 

931 Section 601Cb> of Public Law 96-597, signed into law just 

932 last December. authori:es the Secretary of the Interior to . 
933 provide for the ''purchase of:~ood'' and ''for the 

934 transportation of such food'' for the people of Bikini. 

935 The High Commissioner's office should devise and implement 
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936 a balanced and nutritious food program for the likinians 

937 living on Kili and Ejit. 

938 The food program currently supporting the people of 

939 Enewetak Atoll could serve as a model for the Kili-Ejit 

940 program, and it may be cost-efficient to cootdinate the 

941 planning of this program with the one xecently implemented 

942 at Enewetak. 

943 Improvements in the Kili airstrip. The limited funds 

944 available for Bikini permit only the construction of a 

945 simple 3000-foot coral stxip and for the clearing of trees 

946 for 1000 feet on either end of the airstrip. 

947 The Bikinians feel that the strip should be lengthened to 

948 5000 feet in order to accommodate certain types of aircraft 

949 that may be needed in an emergency. 

950 In addition, improving the surface of this rudimentary 

951 airstrip may be necessary in order to ensure continued safe 

952 access to Kili. Lastly, some compensation may be in order 

953 for those who are particularly injured by the placement of 

954 the airstrip. 

955 Funding an independent scientific assessment of DOE's 

956 radiological survey of Bikini. You have heard a little bit 

957 about this earlier this morning. Pursuant to an agreement 

958 settling the litigation initi~ted by the Bikinians in 1975. 

959 the United States agreea to conduct a thotough radiological 

960 survey of the atoll and agreed that the people of Bikini may 
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1010 Mr. WEISGALL. Mr. Chairman, the United States has a 

1011 special obligation to the people 0£ Bikini. It committed an 

1012 injustice to the Bikinians when it aoved them off their 

1013 atoll in 1946 without just compensation and without caring 

1014 £or them. 

1015 Mo such action would be sanctioned today. But for the 

1016 United States to £ail to come to grips with this problem 

1017 a£ter 35 years is to continue that injustice. This must 

1018 stop. 

1019 

1020 

Thank you very much. 

Mr. MURTHA. Thank you, very much, Mr. Weisgall. Thank 

1021 you, Senator, and gentlemen. 

1022 

1023 

1024 

1025 

1026 

1027 

1028 

1029 

1030 

1031 

1032 

1033 

1034 

We will have the Delegation from Enewetak. 

Is Mr. deYoung still here? I would like a reply from the 

Department of Interior and Department of Energy about the 

confusion which now exists, and what was said by the 

delegation in their meeting. 

It is clear to me the Government's position. It is not 

clear to me what the delegation said when they were there, 

and I would like that con£usion to be cleared up for the 

record. 

Mr. DEYOUNG. Yes, we wi;~ provide that for the record. 

(The in£ormation follows: J 
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1035 Wednesday, May 13, 1981 

1036 DELEGATION FOR ENEWETAK 

1037 WITNESSES 

1038 MERTES JOHN, MAGISTRATE; 

1039 BINTON ABRAHAM, IROIJ RI ENJEBI; 

1040 NAPATALY PETER, REPRESENTING IROIJ JOHANNES PETER; 

1041 SA~ LEVY, SECRETARY; 

1042 THEODORE R. MITCHELL, COUNSEL TO ENEWETAK PEOPLE; 

1043 JOHN SIL~. COUNSEL TO ENEWETAK PEOPLE AND INTERPRETOR; 

1044 DR. A. BERTRAND BRILL, CONSULTANT TO EMEWETAK PEOPLE; 

1045 DR. MICHAEL A. BENDER, CONSULTANT TO ENEWETAK PEOPLE; AND 

1046 DR. ROBERT L. BERGMAN, CONSULTANT TO EMEWETAK PEOPLE 
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1047 Mr. MURTHA. Mow, Mr. Mitchell, as I understand, is the 

1048 counsel. • 

1~49 Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, sir. 

1050 Mr. MUP.THA. Mr. Mitchell, you have 20 ainutes for a 

1051 presentation. If you will introduce your colleagues. and 

1052 then we will proceed. 

1053 We have two statements~ Both of those statements will 

1054 appear for the record. 

1055 (The statements of Theodore R. Mitchell and Robert t. 

1056 Bergman follow:) 

1057 

1058 ********** INSERT 1b-1 ********** 
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1059 Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you. To •Y right is John Silk. who 

1060 will serve as translator. 

1061 To his right is Mertes John. Magistrate. To his right is 

' 1062 Hapataly Peter. a substitute for his father, who is too aged 

1063 to make the trip this time. 

1064 Binton Abraham. and next to him is Sam Levi, Secretary to 

1065 the CounsPl. 

1066 Mr. MURTHA. We have your statement for the record, Mr. 

1067 Mitchell. We know this is a very difficult problem. but 

1068 hope you can handle it in 20 minutes. 

1069 Mr. MITCHELL. We will certainly try. The Mag~strate 

1070 would like to make a brief opening statement. translated by 

1071 Mr. Silk. 

1072 Mr. JOHN. <through interpreter) Mr. Chairman. it is a 

1073 great pleasure to appear before you and this committee. I 

1074 have only a £ew comments to make at this time. 

1075 I would like to extend our greetings to you and members of 

1076 the committee. 

1077 Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and the members of this 

1078 committee for the funds which were appropriated last year 

1079 for a boat for the use of the people of Enewetak. and also 

1080 for the funds that were also a~propriated for the 

1081 supplemental food program. 

1082 There are, however. a few things which still need to be 

1083 accomplished, and we would like to ask the assistance of 
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1084 this committee. 

1085 One of these things is the return of the people of Enjebi 

1086 to Enjebi Island. We would like to xenew oux xequest for 

1087 your committee's help to rebuild the necessary houses and 

1088 plan the Island. 

1089 Another matter of importance to us is the radiation health 

1090 program intended for the islands affected by the nuclear 

1091 testing program. 

1092 We ask your assistance in encouraging the Department of 

1093 Interior to complete the plan. That, too, also needs 

1094 funding. 

1095 Mr. Chairman, in order to facilitate our presentation, we 

1096 have asked our lawyer, Mr. Mitchell, and our doctors to 

1097 speak on our behalf. Before I give these gentlemen the 

1098 balance of the time allotted for our presentation, I would 

1099 like to make a general statement about the desires of the 

1100 people of Enewetak: 

1101 As you are aware, Mr. Chairman. the Atoll of Enewetak has 

1102 contributed substantially to the nuclear capability of this 

1103 country. As a result, millions of people in this country 

1104 have benefited from the use of Enewetak. 
~ 

1105 Today, the people of thi~ country can be confident that 

1106 they have a strong military defense system to defend their 

1107 country and their homes. 

1108 Enewetak, a small dot on the world globe, made a large 
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1109 part of this possible. Today we, the people of Eneweta·k. 

111 0 

1 1 1 1 

1112 

1 , 1 3 

1114 

1 1 1 s 

ask the greatest and •ost powerful country on the face of 

the earth to extend a helping hand to the 678 people of 

Enewetak. 

Mr. Chairman. there is a special relationship between the 

Government 0£ the United States and people of Enewetak. We 

did not initiate this relationship. nor were we give11 a 

1116 choice. But the fact is. if it is there. it exists. 

11 17 

1118 

1 1 1 9 

112 0 

11 2 1 

1122 

1123 

1124 

1125 

1126 

1127 

1128 

112~ 

1130 

This is all I have to say, Mr. Chairman. Thank you and 

the members of this committee on behalf of the people of 

Enewetak. Thank you. 

Mr. MURTHA. Because of my time constraints. we are going 

to adjourn until 1:00 o'clock, then let you come back at 

1:00 o'clock and make your additional comments. 

I would ask, Mr. deYoung. £or you to bring your delegation 

back at 1:00 o'clock, also. in case you are needed. 

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, I think it would be helpful 

if we had the same DOE people back. 

Mr. MURTHA. He is going to bring DOE and Interior back. 

The committee will now adjourn until 1:00 p.m. Thank you. 

(Whereupon, at 11:20 a.m .• the subcommittee recessed, to 

reconvene at 1:00 p.m., the s'~e day.> 
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1131 RPTR KNOWLES 

1132 t:30 p.m. 

1133 AFTERNOON SESSION 

Mr. YATES. Sorry I couldn't he here this aorning. I had 

1135 some important business in another Appropriations 

1136 subcommittee, and I had to interrogate a witness there. 

1137 Mr. Mitchell. 

1138 Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you very much. It is a pleasure to 

1139 have you chairing the meeting this afternoon. We coverfed 

1140 the preliminary matters rather well this aorning with Mr. 

1141 Murtha. 

1142 The elderly gentleman who was with us last year, Mr. 

1143 Peter. was not able to make the trip again. In his place is 

1144 his son. Mepataly Peter. Some of the other faces here are 

1145 familiar to you, I am sure. Hertes John, the Magistrate; 

1146 Binton Abraham, from the northern part of the atoll, Enjebi 

1147 Iroij; and Sam Levi is the Secretary. 

1148 Mr. YATES. We welcome them all. 

1149 Mr. MITCHELL. To my left we have three doctors, three 

1150 different types. Dr. Brill is our advisor with respect to 

1151 cancer. somatic effects of radiation. Dr. Bender is a 

1152 geneticist knowledgeable about~the genetic effects of 
~ 

1153 radiation. Dr. Berman. ~o my immediate left, is a 

1154 psychiatrist. He will bring to yo some new information 

1155 which hasn't been presented before. 
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1156 Hr. YATES. I undestand their statements are all part 0£ 

1157 the record, too. 

1158 [The information :follows: J 

1159 

1160 ********** INSERT 2-1 ********** 
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1 1 6 1 Mr. MITCHELL. That ~s zight. 

1162 Mr. YATES. You may proceed. 

116 3 Mr. MITCHELL. Thexe are two issues that I, given our 

1164 limited time. I think we ought to focus on. That is Enjebi, 

1165 resettlement o:f that particular island within th~ atoll. 

1166 Then, i:f we may, i:f there is su:f:ficient time. the radiation 

1167 health pxogram, which was authori:ed a year ago, and still 

1168 is yet to be planned and budget put together, even though 

1169 the Department o:f the Interior is bringing you a report o:f 

1170 January 1 this year. 

1 1 7 1 Mr. YATES. Is Interior here? 

117 2 Mr. MITCHELL. They are here. 

117 3 Mr. YATES. What happened to the report we were to receive 

1174 earlier this year? 

117 5 Mr. DEYOUNG. A preliminary zeport was supplied on January 

1176 7,. 1~81. It set :forth some o:f the di:f:ficulties we had 

1177 experienced in preparing the final plan. Clarification is 

1178 

1179 

1180 

1181 

1182 

118 3 

, 185 

being sought and a final proposal will be forthcoming in 

time. 

Mr. YATES. 

Mr. DEYOUNG. 

Mr. YATES. 

plan indicated? 

Mr. DEYOUNG. 

Mr. YATES. 

In time means what time? 
/n.Ld-

Within the ~six months, perhaps. 

Did we have a hearing on what the preliminary _,. .... 

Mot as yet. 

Go ahead, Mr. Mitchell. 
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1186 Mr. MITCHELL. I will be happy to come back to that in due 

1187 course. It seems to us--and what I will try to dn here is 

1188 just lay a general background for comments from the experts, 

1189 and to enable you to more skillfully cross examine--it seems 

1190 to us that the Enewetak cleanup and rehabilitation program. 

1191 in large part, is a great success story. It is, I think on 

1192 the part of nearly everyone involved, from the Enewetak 

1193 people, to the Department of Defense, even the Department of 

119~ Energy and in many ways, the Department of the Interior as 

1195 well, although we are rather critical of them. 

11~6 I think that with respect to the precise questi~n of the 

1197 resettlement of Enjebi, which is the largest part of the 

1198 unfinished business before us, we have approached that 

1199 question in the most reasonable and prudent fashion so s to 

1200 make an informed choice, an informed decision. 

1201 Just to outline in the briefest possible way what we have 

1202 done, starting with the cleanup program, which was part and 

1203 parcel of the cleanup program was a continual radiological 

120~ assessment of what was being done and what should be done 

1205 neHt. 

1206 Once the cleanup was finished, there -.was another 

1207 radiological survey. Soil measurements, in particular at 
~ 

:~ 

1208 Enjebi. Once the plutionium problem was solved so the soil 

1209 concentrations of plutionium were at or below ~O microcuries 

1210 per gram, it then became a question of what will the radio 
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1211 nuclids do in the food chain? 

1212 Following the soil measurements that were made after the 

1213 cleanup was finished. we then called upon the Department of 

1214 Energy, through the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in 

1215 California. to do an updated dose assessment. They have 

1216 done that, and you have before you, presented earlier this 

1217 morning, a final dose assessment which. standing alone, 

1218 doesn't mean very much to us. 

1219 Its conclusion is a number, a predicted radiation dose 

1220 which is based u~on the soil measurements. the diet to be 

1221 observed by the people. and the way they intend to live upon 

1222 that island. Mou that has been done. 

1223 The next reasonable and logical step--well it looks like 

1224 that. 

1225 Dr. BENDER. This is the document? 

1226 Mr. MITCHELL. Bruce. was the final dose assessment 

1227 provided this morning? I assumed that it was. 
T/./E co,..,,1TT'$£. ll.f$C£111ro coP1'-J oF "ri.(( J:.1NPl>J.. i:1JtwP"&1 

Dr. WACHHOLZ. .¥011 wpre p~aee"ted ~Ai& aeanin9. oese ~s!n11&,..-:: 1228 

1229 Mr. YATES. That was a different one. 

1230 Mr. MITCHELL. Basically the dose assessment is 

1231 straightforward. although extremely complicated and 
.. 

1232 involving a lot of calculations. 

1233 Mr. YATES. Do yo~ have notes on this? 

1234 Dr. BENDER. Mo. 

1235 Mr. YATES. All right, thank you. 

,, I 
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1236 Mx. MITCHELL. It is a matter of taking all the soil 

1237 measurements, measurements of the zadio nuclids on the 

1238 island, putting that together with what people intend to 

1239 eat, then calculating what the dose will be. That is what 

1240 we have done here. The prediction of the dosage is 

1241 expressed in MIL/REM. We give those numbers to Dr. Bender 

1242 and Dr. Brill and ask them, what do they mean? 

1243 Last ar, we provided you a copy of their report, this blue 

1244 covered document. Since that report was completed, the dose 

1245 assessment. the final dsoe assessment has been done. So we 

1246 have asked Dr. Brill and Dr. Bender, to revise their.report. 

1247 You have before you their statements, which does that. What 

1248 we would like to do, in due course, is have both Dr. Brill 

1249 and Dr. Bender comment briefly upon their interpretation of 

1250 the dose as it how stands. 

1251 Then finally, once the dose, the predicted dose is 

1252 interpreted in terms of health effects, an increase in the 

1253 risk of cancer. an increase in the zisk of genetic effects, 

1254 once we have that interpretation from Dr. Bender and Dr. 

1255 Brill, the people then are in a position to evaluate that 

1256 increased risk in terms of everything else that is important 

1257 to them--the value of their la~d,, the value of 

1258 reestablishing the community at Enjebi, which to them, is of 

1259 vital importance. 

1260 We brought Dr. Bergman along because we asked him sometime 
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1261 ago, to take a look at all of this, and tell us from the 

1262 perspective of a behavioral scientist, what effect it aay 

1263 have upon he people to keep them away from Enjebi. His 

1264 evaluation has been provided to you as a written report for 

1265 the record, and we would like him to have the opportunity to 

1266 speak briefly to that question. There are potential ill 

1267 effects from keeping people away from Enjebi. 

1268 Mr. YATES. Ho ill effects from keeping the people away? 

1269 Mr. MITCHELL. There are. There are potential ill 

1270 effects, health effects in keeping them away. 

1271 Mr. YATES. rn other words, they want to go home? 

1272 Mr. MITCHELL. That si right. They want very badly to go 

1273 home. They feel very badly, as long as they cannot. 

1274 Mr. YATES. We read the report submitted by Drs. Bender 

1275 and Brill. The conclusion says, after stating premises: 

1276 ''We have reexamineu our earlier Enewetak health effects 

1277 estimates in light of the more recent dose and cancer risk 

1278 coefficient estimates. We find the risk is still small. We 

1279 note that our revised estimates remain in remarkably good 

1280 agreement with those provided by DOE. We still conclude it 

1281 is entirely possible that the radiation exposures of the 

1282 Enewetak people, resulting :fro .. ~ return of the dry Enewetak 
_, ..... 

1283 to the southern Islands, and the dry Enjebi to their home, 

1284 will never result in even a single case of disease among 

1285 either the returning population.'' 
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1286 You mean or their descendants rather than of their 

1287 descentants? 

1288 

1289 

Dr. BENDER. There are several typos. 

Mr. YATES. That is a typo, isn't it? Or their 

1290 descendants. 

1291 Mr. MITCHELL. It may be helpful, since the numbers--we 

1292 might as well deal with this quite openly--the numbers in 

12~3 this dose assessment you now have before you, the final dose 

1294 assessments are somewhat higher than the ones contained in 

1295 the preliminary dose assessment that formed the basis of the 

1296 earlier estimates made by Dr. Bender and Dr. Brill. 

1297 Mr. YATES. But they concluded nevertheless that, even 

1298 though they are higher, they nevertheless are small, and 

1299 therefore, should not affect them. Is that a correct 

1300 conclusion? 

1301 

1302 

1103 

Dr. BERGMAN. That is correct. 

Dr. BENDER. Yes sir. 

Mr. YATES. What about the rate of increase? You 

1304 indicated that on the basis of the two studies, the later 

1305 study showed a higher incidence, if I understood what Mr. 

1306 Mitchell is saying. If that is true. is there a rate that 

1307 might affect them if they return? 

1308 Dr. BENDER. Ho. The do~e assessments have been revised, 

1309 generally upwards. In "the order of 20 percent. In a 

1310 general way the effects about whch we are concerned are a 
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1311 linear function of accumulated doses, say 30 years or SO 

1312 percent. So it is inevitable th~t the health effects 

1313 estimate matter will increase as dose increases. That does 

131~ not mean that the risk per unit dose is any different, nor 

1315 that there will be greater risks in future years as a result 

1316 of some accumulations of doses. We have accounted for that. 

1317 In fact, ~he risk later on, after about eight years in the 

1318 case of Enjebi, whether we start having locally grown 

1319 coconuts and things available, will start to decline. 

1320 Mr. YATES. Really? 

1321 Dr. BtNDIR. And the risks will decline with each 

1322 succeeding generation, generally. 

1323 Mr. YATES. The soil is clear then, and coconuts grown on 

132~ that land will not have the same effects as the coconuts--

1325 where was that? Bikini. yes. Are you familiar with Bikini? 

1326 Dr. BENDER. Yes, to an extent. 

1327 Mr. YATES. Yes, well we took them off the Bikinis because 

1328 they were eating the coconuts. I guess they had a higher 

1329 incidence of possible cancer producing agents than is 

1330 present at Enewetak or Enjebi. 

1331 Dr. BENDER. The Bikini people. as I unde~stand the 

1332 situatjon. some of them were m~ved back,, and did indeed eat 
.., ..... 

1333 a lot of coconuts, and were found indeed to have higher body 

133~ burdens than had been anticipated, when it was anticipated 

1335 they would not be eating so ~any coconuts. 
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1336 The present final reassessment of potential radiological 

1337 doses for Enewetak is based on several things. It is based 

1338 on soil radio nuclid measurements. It is based on knowledge 

1339 about the uptake of those radio nuclids from the soil into 

1340 things like coconuts. And it is based on the diet that we 

1341 believe the people of Enewetak will follow. It is given in 

1342 fact in terms of availa~ility to outside foods and 

1343 nonavailability of outside foods. So these factors are 

1344 taken care of in the dose assessment here, I believe. 

1345 Mr. YATES. What would be the requirement for outside 

1346 foods? Will they have to be----

1347 Mr. MITCHELL. The preferred diet of the Enewetak people-- -

1348 Mr. YATES. Is it indigenous, or will it have to be 

1349 imported? 

1350 Mr. MITCHELL. As it now stands, based on a survey taken a 

1351 little while back. the dietary survey. the figures in this 

1352 dose assessment. they prefer to eat 60 percent imported 

1353 foods. 40 percent local. 

1354 

1355 

Mr. YATES. What food will they have locally? 

Mr. MITCHELL. Coconut, bread fruit. bananas. Taro is not 

1356 available. The islands just won't sustain them. 

1357 

1358 

1359 

1360 

Dr. BENDER. Pork, chick•~• seafood. 

Mr. YATES. They have that. Small farms? 

Mr. MITCHELL. Well. pigs and chickens, back yard farming. 

Mr. YATES. What did they do before the bombs, and before 
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1361 the war, as far as their iood? 

1362 Mr. MITCHELL. Before the war the islands were in auch 

1363 better shape. 

136~ Mr. YATES. 1 am sure they were, but what did they eat? 

1365 Mr. MITCHELL. The same thing. 

1366 Mr. YATES. They didn't import did they? 

1367 Mr. MITCHELL. Hertos John will be the expert witness on 

1368 that. 

1369 Mr. SILK. Before war, what kind of diet did they observe? 

1370 (Mr. Silk is interpreting £or Hertes John) 

137 1 Mr. SILK. Before the war. we used to eat pork .. chickens. 

137 2 Mr. YATES. The same thing they eat now? 

1373 Mr. SILK. Fish, taro. banana. bread fruit, lime. Those 

1374 are the things----

137 5 Mr. YATES. Are those still present on Enewetak? 

1376 Mr. SILK. No. 

1377 Mr. YATES. They are not? 

1378 Dr. BENDER. But they will be. They have been planted on 

1379 Enewetak and other islands. They have not yet, 1 believe, 

1380 be replanted on Enjebi. 

1381 Mr. MITCHELL. I was at Enewetak the middle of the aonth. 

1382 The houses are beautiful. The. coconut trees are about knee _,. .... 

1383 high. Bread fruit trees, most of them were blown away in a 

1384 storm a few weeks ago. It looks like a newly completed 

1385 housing project in Scottsdale, Ari:ona. It is desolated. 
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1386 The long ranging agricultural program, which is a aattter 

1387 be:fore you as ~art of the Administration zequest, is 

1388 something that is a very, zather prosaic, but vital part of 

1389 the follow-on, is also something we support. But this kind 

1390 of thing, as I implied in the question is what zeally is 

1391 needed to restore Enewetak to its original conditions so it 

1392 cold support the people at a zeasonable standard of living. 

1393 Mr. MURTHA. Will they ever become self-sufficient in 

1394 :food? 

1395 Mr. YATES. As they were be:foze? 

1396 Mr. MITCHELL. They will always probably need to. import 

1397 some :food. But self-su:f:ficiency :for that atoll, development 

1398 of an economy for that atoll, is the prime objective of 

1399 these people now. 

1400 We have been talking to the Solar Power Corporation, a 

1401 subsidi~ry o:f Exxon to develop a solar power program fox the 

1402 island. We axe tapping all the businessmen we know or can 

1403 find to put together a kind of round table to begin coming 

1404 up with ideas fox exploitation of the marine resources. The 

1405 boat which you appropriated last year will help in that 

1406 regard. Ultimately, this will be the test o:f whether the 

1407 whole effort is successful. .. .. 
~· 

1408 Mr. YATES. Maybe yo~ ought to ask the psychiatrist 

1409 whether that is good or had. 

1410 Is it good? 
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1 4 1 1 Go ahead, M%. Mu%tha. 

1412 M%. MURTHA. How aany ao%e people today, than say befo%e 

1413 the wa%? 

M%. MITCHELL. ~ust befo%e Ch%istmas, 1947, when they We%e 

1415 136. Now we need a CU%%ent census. We have been using the 

1416 numbe% 550, but He%tes, the Magist%ate, tells me he thinks 

1417 it is about 770. It has been a while since the%e was an 

1418 accu%ate census. 

1419 Mx. YATES. So you have got an island now that once 

1420 suppo%ted 136 people. now it will be zequi%ed to suppo%t 

1421 OVe% 600? 

1422 Mx. MITCHELL. The tastes of the people have changed. too. 

1423 Even in those %emote islands. 

1424 M%. YATES. Now they want television? 

1425 Mr. MITCHELL. Well, I haven't heard that yet. But they 

1426 want outboa%d moto%S so they can go chase the tuna. 

1427 Mr. YATES. The reason I asked Dr. Bergman the question 

1428 was, I had seen a television p%ogram, and of cou%se Margaret 

1429 Mead's anthropological studies always raised the questions 

1430 about the %etu%n to the homes, and what impact of weste%n 

1431 culture is likely to bring upon them. They will be going 

1432 home to their islands, we hop,. Will the advent and 
~ 

1433 introduction of p%ivate enterp%ise change their cultu%e to 

1434 the extent whe%e they no longer have the same kind of 

1435 cultu%al relationships they had before? 
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1436 Dx. BENDER. I think the cxucial think about social change 

1437 is how it occuxs. Paxticulaxly whethex it is soaething that 

1438 comes £xom within the cultuxe, as evolutionaxy change, 

1439 something that makes sense to them and that they want, ox 

1440 whethe it comes as a big shock. Thexe is evidence that 

1441 cultuxal change among any 0£ us hsa cextian e££ects on 

1442 health. Thexe is a lot 0£ evidence also that £oxced 

1443 cultuxal change and destxuction 0£ the cultuxe has much aox~ 

1444 sevexe he~lth effects. 

1445 Mx. YATES. Do they want the intxoduction 0£ Mx. 

1446 Mitchell's clients, like Exxon? 

1447 Mt. MITCHELL. Exxon is not my client. We axe txying to 

1448 exploit them. 

1449 Mx. YATES. lllxight, exploitees, then. 

1450 Mt. MITCHELL. It is impexative that whatevex business ox 

1451 economic entexpxises axe develop~d. axe developed with the 

1452 £ull patticipation, and ultimately, based upon the decisions 

1453 of the people themselves. We axe not looking £ox 

1454 businessmen dtiven by a pxo£it incentive as much as we axe 

1455 altxuism. 

1456 Mx. YATES. I know that. But altxuism soemtimes had 

1457 deletexious e££ects. 
~ 

1458 Mt. MITCHELL. It could ~ndeed. We axe acutely awaxe 0£ 

1459 that. 

1~60 Mx. YATES. Right. They go home--I don't xemembex, I 
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1461 should I think. but I don't xemember what the social 
• 

1462 structure will be like when they get home. Do they have 

1463 community ownezship of the pxopexty again? How do they 

1464 allocatge the resources of the community? How does each one 

1465 receive a proportion? Have they agreed to this kind of an 

1466 approach yet? Will they go back to their ancestral holding 

1467 and cultures, or how will it take place? 

1468 Mr. MITCHELL. I can asnswer that in part. lnd all of the 

1469 people--there are now 100 people who have xetuxned to 

1470 Ujelang. But every;body has xesettled to Enewetak, the 

1471 southern islands of the atoll. Enjebi is yet to be decided. 

1472 Everybody decided to go back on an expeximental basis to 

1473 see whether they could survive and function there, starting 

1474 about last Septembex, late last fall. All but 100 axe still 

1475 living there now on the islands of Enewetak, Majuxo and 

1476 Enjebi. 

1477 Duxing the planning fox the xehabilitation pxogram, the 

1478 planning council selected by the people themselves went 

1479 back, actually marched up and down the islands and 

1480 reestnblished all the traditional paxcels--latos--out to the 

1481 lagoon and sea. All those were xeestablished. The land 

1482 xights associated thexewith were in fact xeestablished 
j .. 

1483 thxough that process. 

1484 Mr. YATES. Without complaint fxom anybody? 

1485 Mr. MITCHELL. There wexe differences. lt times thexe 
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1486 were sharp di£ferences. ~hey have all been settled amicably 

1487 among the group itsel£. They were le£t entirely to do that 

1488 sort 0£ thing. I wasn't involved. We didn't let anybody 

1489 else be involved. we le£t them alone to do it themselves. 

1490 In terms of--these people have been isolated all these years. 

1491 Mr. YATES. Answer my question. What happens to the 

1492 products of the soil here. or to the food? 

1493 Mr. MITCHELL. I think we better turn to Hertos John £or 

1494 that. 

1495 Mr. YATES. Hertos. what happens now? Suppose you go 

1496 back, suppose they go back to the islands. How do they 

1497 distribute all of the £ood, how do they distribue the land. 

1498 how do they distribute the leadership. the ownership? Tell 

1499 us about the culture. 

1500 Mr. SILK. Before we return. we have a planning council--

1501 committee--to take care 0£ that. We try to work it out as 

1502 best we could, try to redistribute the lands according to 

1503 what we know be£ore we left Enewetak. 

1504 Mr. YATES. The lands have been taken care 0£. What about 

1505 distribution 0£ food. 

1506 Mr. SILK. Distribution 0£ food is not--we haven't decided 

1507 on that. 

1508 Mr. YATES. I know, but if you go back, there are going to 

1509 be imports 0£ food that hasn't been grown. You now have 

1510 over 500 or 600 people, where previously you had 136. The 
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1511 land was distributed on the original 136, or was it 

151~ distributed to the 500 and some? How was the land 

1513 distributed? 

1514 Mr. SILK. We are distributing the land according to the 

1515 lineage system. 

1s1 6 Mr. YATES. I don't know what that means. 

1517 Mr. SILK. It means according to your family, coming from 

1518 your mother's side. 

1519 Mr. YATES. Do the descendants 0£ the mother's own the 

1520 land now? 

1521 Mr. SILK. The land is decided two ways. You get your 

1522 land rights from your mother's and also from your father's. 

1523 Mr. YATES. That is kind 0£ a double lineage system, then. 

1524 But the thing I am wondering about is, is there an overflow 

1525 0£ people here who don't own anything? 

1526 Mr. SIL~. No, they will still have land. 

1527 Mr. YATES. I don't understand that. Unless all the land- · 

1528 

1529 Mr. MITCHELL. Can you just explain based on what you 

1530 understand? John Silk is with our o££ice in Majuro and also 

1531 served as translater. I think he may be able to provide the 

1532 answer. What increasing population, how do they continue to 
~·· ... 

1533 alloca+e land so every~ody gets some, that is the question. 

1534 Mr. YATES. I£ they do, i£ in £act they do, because what 

1535 happens to the product 0£ the soil? Presumably i£ he owns a 
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1536 plot o:f land and plants his food thexe, how does the pexson 

1537 who doesn't own land get fed? 

1538 Mx. SILK. To answex the question, ace ox ding to what I 

1539 know about land distxibution, I haven't heaxd o:f any 1'1ajuxo 

1540 who doesn't have land xight in the Max shall Islands. 

154, M:z::. YATES. They all have a land xight? 

1542 Mx. SILK. lll the families have a land xight. 

1543 M:z::. YATES. Some own 111oxe land than othexs? 

1544 Ml'.. SILK. That could be txue, yes. But thexe is no one 

1545 pexson that you can say owns a piece o:f pxopexty, because 

1546 the land xights are within the family unit, the group. It 

1547 is not parcelled out to individuals. 

1548 Mr. YATES. Axe thexe any people who wouldn't have some 

1549 intel'.est in some island somewhe:z::e? lppa:z::ently not. 

1550 Ml'.. SILK. It could be that there will be some people who 

1551 have land xights on one island but don't have it on the 

1552 othe:z:: island. But that doesn't mean they don't have any 

1553 land :rights at all. 

1554 Mr. YATES. Okay. Well, how axe they going to get fed? 

1555 Mr. SILK. Eithex they will get theix :food :fxom the 

1556 parcels o:f land that theix families have ox----

1557 Mr. YATES. Imported? •.: .. ,. 

1558 Mr. SILK. Impoxtect. 
\ 

1559 M:z::. YATES. How will the imported :food be distxibuted? 

1560 M:z::. MITCHELL. That is a cu:z:::z::ent question. They axe doing 
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1561 that now. How is it done? 

1562 Mr. SILK. We dist:z:ibute that acco:z:ding to the population, 

1563 how many people a:z:e there. 

1564 Mr. YATES. Equal shares? 

1565 Mr. SILi<. Equal sha:z:es. 

1566 Mr. YATES. Okay. So there is no t:z:ouble in paradise, 

1567 :tight? 

1568 Mr. SILK. There could always be trouble. 

1569 (Laughter> 

1570 Mr. SILi<. But we try to do our best to try to distribute 

1571 equally. 

1572 Mr. YATES. All right. Do they have any t:z:ouble? Okay, 

1573 what a:z:e the troubles? 

1574 Mr. SILK. Well, like now, there are a numbe:z: of our group 

1575 who a:z:e not on Enewetak. They are on the other islands, 

1576 Marshall Islands. And they want to get a sha:z:e. ls it is 

1577 right now, the standing is that we divided the food among 

1578 the people who are actually living on that island. So there 

1579 is another problem. 

1580 Mr. YATES. How is that going to be solved? 

1581 Mr. SILK. Those people will have the food we give them, 

1582 and there won't be any problem. 
-~ ,· 

1583 Mr. YATES. Do they know the results of the reports, does 

1584 the chief know the results of the reports we have showing 

1585 what the incidence is and so forth? Are they aware that 
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1586 there is a possible danger? The doctors aren't willing to 

1587 say there is no possible danger. are you? 

1588 Dr. BENDER. We are not. We have tried to explain to them 

1589 the risks as we see them. I believe they understand them. 

1590 Mr. MITCHELL. In September 1979, the Department of Energy 

1591 and Department of Interior representatives. as well as Dr. 

1592 Bender and Dr. Brill and the rest of us. went to Ujelang 

1593 where the people .were staying. I wish we had had more time. 

1594 The Department of the Interior was anxious to get the boat 

1595 back again. Department of Energy made a lengthy 

1596 presentation. We met with Bender and Brill and another 

1597 doctor. We evalauted the dose assessment. People 

1598 consdiered the risk estimates which were before us then. 

1599 which as you now know. are just slightly less than what you 

1600 are now looking at. 

1601 The people weighed that in with all the other 

1602 considerations important to them. The restricted land base. 

1603 the need for everyone to inhabit where they traditionally 

1604 belong. They decided it was resettlable. They asked us to 

1605 come here and ask for the funds to do that. 

1606 

1607 

Mr. YATES. How much money is needed? 

Mr. MITCHELL. The unoff~cial Interior estimate. I think. 
~ ,-

1608 as $6 million. 
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1609 Mr. YATES. How do Me resettle them if the Secretary of 

1610 the Interior says they shouldn't be resettled, which is the 

1611 condition at the present time? 

1612 

1613 

16 14 

1615 

1616 

1617 

1618 

1619 

1620 

1621 

1622 

1623 

1624 

1625 

1626 

1627 

1628 

1629 

1630 

16 3 1 

1632 

1633 

Mr. MITCHELL. 

lettet? 

Mr. YATES. 

You are referring to the early January 

The letter of January 5th by the Deputy Under 

Secretary, who $ays, Cecil lndrus, said the Secretary of 

Interior determined that radiation exposure falls below 

Federal standards. 

Further, the Secretary believes the aost acceptable way to 

ensure the people of Enjebi to return to their home~and in 

the future would be for the establishment of a housing trust 

fund to be used only when Enjebi Island was deemed safe for 

habitation. 

Well, the doctors are deeming it safe. What about the 

Department of Interior, are they deeming it safe? 

Mr. MITCHELL. That is the old Department of Interior. 

We have called upon them to reconsider. 

Mr. YATES. Well, Mr. Bettenberg represents the new 

Department of Interior. He used to represent the old one; 

now he represents the new one. 

Mr. MITCHELL. Just so it is clear, we have written and 

called upon the new Dep-artment of Interior to reconsider 

this. They have said they will do this. 

Mr. YATES. Who is ''they?'' 
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1634 Mr. MITCHELL. In this case, it is either Billy Lee Hart, 

1635 or one 0£ the under secretaries. I can provide a copy of 

1636 the letter £or the record. 

1637 (The information follows: J 

1638 

1639 ********** COMMITTEE INSERT ********** 

·.: 
., ..... 
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1640 Mx:. YATES. Who from Interior wants to comment on that? 

1641 Mr. BETTEMBERG. I frankly can't. 

1642 Mr. YATES. How about Mr. deYoung? 

1643 Mr. DEYOUMG. I would be happy to. 

1644 Mr. YATES. What is your title, Mr. deYoung? 

1645 Mr. DEYOUNG. Senior Assistant for Office of Territorial 

1646 and International Affairs. I would be happy to comment on 

1647 that. 

1648 Mr. Mitchell is correct. On behalf of the people of 

1649 Enewetak, he has submitted a letter to Secretary Watt, 

1650 requesting the Secretary to re-examine Secretary Andrus' 

1651 decision. 

1652 This issue is before the new Administration and will be 

1653 reviewed. 

1SS4 Mr. YATES. When was that done? When did you give 

1655 Secretary Watt the new letter? 
~ 

1656 Mr. DEYOUMG. I would say probably about two'weeks ago. 

1657 But it is pending. It will be looked at. 

1658 Mr. YATES. What is your feeling, personally, about what 

1659 the findings of the doctors are, and what about your 

1660 advisors? 

1661 Where is the gentleman f~om DOE? 

1662 Mr. DtYOUNG. We'have the DOE contingent in the rear of 

1663 the room. 

Mr. YATES. There is no hiding place in here, you know. 
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1665 Mz. r'IITCHELL. Mz. ~hairman, I aight sharpen the issue a 

1666 bit by suggesting a question. The letter here says that the 

1667 radiation standards are not complied with. I would assert. 

1668 shall now assert. 

1669 Mr. YATES. ''I do now assezt.'' 

1670 Mr. MITCHELL. I do now assezt that the dosages you are 

1671 looking at in this :final repozt axe within the radiation 

1672 protection guides. the most stringent goveznment cxitezia. 

1673 Mr. YATES. Mr. deYoung, having heard your asseztion, 

1674 wants to reply. 

1675 Mr. DEYOUNG. I would like to remind the committee. as 

1676 well as Mr. Mitchell--

1677 Mr. YATES. I don't like the way this begins. 

1678 Mr. MITCHELL. I am used to it. 

1679 Mr. DEYOUNG. That when the Armed Services committee 
. +-I . -1 c.u...-v.< ~ .. u-.-,t ,._ 

1680 originally {!ppropriate!lJ money :foz the stu:t o:f the clean-up, 
d .! 

1681 ~ directed and ordezed that there should he ~o )~ .......... err. t. 
11...1<~., W/n..t..J.~.:t f! >'-.; · ("1._, Mt. • 

1682 zesettlement in Enewetak Atoll, unless the~~ set by the 

1683 §partrretlt oa the 1'he!3-AEC be :followed. 

1.)84 Because o:f uncertainties, the EPA at that time zecommended 

1685 

1686 

lri~~' ·ft(;(!,/ v11.//;/~-t~..,I V ~ Yl'. n.: ,~I_. I !.l~L· -L.~ le ·; .. 
that the 500-rem levelt\a..fcut in hal:f, to 250. We weze 
di j • ' .+-./ I l,. 
.;~~;.·;;; not to do any resettlament unless A.~..._, ps 2so., lthn1 · ;'~~ ~ 

y : · >;t ~I if,.{,<.; ( 

1687 Mr. Mitchell is pe~:fectly aware o:f this. All of the~ 

1688 Enewetak resettlement pzogram has been on the basis of 250 
j.:~~ ._.;._, 

1689 rem. This is not a/standard. 
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1690 This was a recommendation we were directed to £ollow. 

1691 Mr. YATES. I know. The £act Mr. Mitchell is aware 0£ 

1692 that doesn't mean it is right. 

1693 Mr. DEYOUNG. I know. What I am saying is that the 
h.: -.uJl:...v-.i'.l ,._i , 1 '. ,:_,., ~ 

1691.f /rehabilitation program that was carried out was ••~•••• ewt 

1695 under a directive £rom a committee of the U.S. Congress. 

1696 Mr. YATES. Which committee? 
ji_.,:4~ 

1697 M:r. DEYOUNG. The~lrmed Services committee. 

When? 
a.ti :tf.t1 ' ( )-~ :.11_ 

That l!PFZop:r:~ate~ the original aoney £o:r 

1698 

16~9 

Mr. YATES. 

Mr. DEYOUNG. 

1700 the clean-up program. 

1701 Mr. YATES. M:r. Mahoney's committee? Was this 

1702 

1703 

appropriations, ~:r lr~ed Services committee? 
..;; .. -~: , 1 a C.c_. 'i J I / , .• / ;-

Mr. DEYOUNG~. "~(Ar_med s;r:i.ces~-:;~'~':_L_·:~~-~: ; _,.Z~" C:'/- 1::,_7. 
170 l.f M:r. YATES. They can't appropriate. They :recommend. 

1705 Okay. 

1706 How realistic is the 2so?ooo? 7 
1707 Mr. DEYOUNG. It is met in the southern islands. There 

1708 is no problem at all. 

1709 Mr. YATES. That is £ine. Does the Secretary's directive 

1710 apply to the southe:rn islands as well? 

1711 Mr. DEYOUNG. That's cou:ect. 
·.: 

~··"'" 

1712 Mr. YATES. Then the Secretary's letter won't let them go 

1713 back t~ the southern islands, will it? 

17 1 If Mr. DEYOUNG. No, I am saying the southern islands are 
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1715 way belowA2so, :U..·1i.c..L. 

1716 M:t. YATES. They axe alxeady there. Does the Secretaty 

1717 agree with that? 

1718 M:t. DEYOUNG. Yes, thexe is no problem with the southe:tn 

1719 islands. 

1720 Mr. YATES. Just the northern islands? 

1721 M:t. DEYOUNG. Just the northe:tn islands and Enjebi. 

1722 Mr. YATES. Do we have a map? 

1723 Mt. MITCHELL. The eastern chain. Then you come to 

1724 Enjebi near the top. 

1725 Mr. YATES. Enjebi is right at the noxth. 

1726 M:t. MITCHELL. That is tight. That is where about half 

1727 the people once lived. 

1728 Mt. YATES. lnd they want to go back there. What about 

1729 the othe:t small islands? Were they nevex occupied? 

1730 Mr. MITCHELL. They were always available for copra 

1731 production and gatheting 0£ food. 

1732 Mr. YATES. Will they be available? Oh, that is where 

1733 they deposited everything, isn't it? Yes, I temembe:t now. 

1734 It's been R yea:t. 

1735 I hadn't teally remembered it so well. I see Runet, named 

1736 a£ter Yvonne. .~ ,· 

1737 M:t. MITCHELL. That-was the English name for the islands. 

1738 The applicable radiation guide--

1739 M:t. YATES. Is the only dispute left Enjebi? 
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1740 Mr. MITCHELL. That's it. Enjebi has two numbers in it. 

1741 Annual rate, and a 30-year dose. 

1742 

1743 

Mr. YA7ES. How far above 250 are you in Enjebi? 

Mr. MITCHELL. 250 is the wrong number with all due 

1744 respect. It is 500. 

1745 

1746 

Mr. YATES. 

Mr. MITCHELL. 

250 is the number Mr. deYoung used. 

Mr. deYoung respectfully is mistaken. The 

1747 DOE people will agree he is mistaken. The applicable number 

1748 is 500 millirem. On an annual basis. 

1749 In 30 years, which is the dose of relevance to genetic 

1750 effects, five rem, or 5000 millirem, is the guide, not the 

1751 limit. not the limit, but the guide. 

1752 The limits you see £or dose, page 8 of our statement, 226 

1753 millirem is the dose our doctors tell us is relevant on an 

1754 annual basis. 

1755 So 226 as against a standard of 500 millirem. For the 30-

1756 year dose, we are 1.8 above the five, above the standards 

1757 themselves, radiation protection guidance, expressly 

1758 permits, where justified, a dose at a rate higher than five 

1759 in 30 years, if there is a good reason for doing so. 

1760 The 1.8 difference between the five rem, and the 6.8 which 

1761 is the prediction, is a matter I would like our doctors to 

1762 comment upon. 

1763 They say it is not a dangerous thing by any means. And I 

1764 would challenge the DOE to say otherwise. 
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1765 

1766 

1767 

1768 

1769 

1770 

Mr. YATES. A question I should like to ask is, suppose 

there were no remnants, relics of the bomb blasts. What 

would be the rems that would be applicable just in a sunlit 

island like that, much lower than the consequences as a 

result--

Dr. BRILL. 3.5 microrads per hour or an annual dose of 

1771 30.7 millirem per year, as opposed to Denver, which is 1~0.3 

1772 millirem. 1~0 versus 30. 

1773 

1774 

1775 

1776 

Mr. YATES. 

Dr. BRILL. 

Because Denver is higher? 

Higher, and also because of the naturally 

occuring radioactive materials on the Colorado Plateau. 

Dr. BENDER. Also because they are closer to the equator, 

1777 which influences the cosmic rate. 

1778 

1779 

Dr. BRILL. A fourth, or one-fifth. 

Dr. BENDER. As we pointed out in the 1979 document, the 

1780 kinds of doses we are talking about £or the people 0£ 

1781 Enjebi, should they return. certainly the people 0£ Enewetak 

1782 as they have returned, are in the general range 0£ exposures 

1783 that people around the world take voluntarily, and nobody is 

1784 the least bit concerned. 

1785 That is to say, people choose to live in Denver, and 

1786 nobody says, ''Well, that is ~Bngerous, and we have to move 

1787 them away.'' 

1788 Elsewhere in the world, there are some rather high 

1789 radiation background areas, in Bra:il and India. where 
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1790 people live and receive doses far in excess of any being 

1791 considered here. 

1792 That, of course, is not to consider cases of occupational 

1793 exposure which we allow. So this is not an unusual 

1794 situation. 

1795 Mr. YATES. Is there a question here of ''hold 

1796 harmless''? 

1797 Mr. MITCHELL. That is raised now and then and I always 

1798 feel a little uncomfortable when it is, because I don't 

1799 think legally the Enewetak people could release the U.S. 

1800 Government in any case from some future harm which could 

1801 occur. 

1802 On the other hand, based on everything we know, we don't 

1803 foresee anything of that sort anyway. 

1soq Mr. YATES. That's probably the reason you got the letter 

1805 from the Secretary, because there wasn't a ''hold-harmless'' 

1806 provision. 

1807 Mr. MITCHELL. I think the problem is two-fold. They are 

1808 fearful of adverse publicity. They are fea~ful more so this 

1809 day with lauyers chasing all over the islands, talking about 

1810 suing for millions and millions of dollars, and they are 

1811 even more afraid of adverse p~blicity from lawsuits. 
~ 

1812 It makes our job ~ven more difficult. 

1813 Mr. YATES. Let's hear from DOE now. Mr. Deal, wherever 

181q you are. 
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1815 I know there is J:!rr. ~achhol:, but Mr. Deal is bigger than 

1816 Dr. Wachhol2. 

1817 Come on up, Mr. Deal, Dr. Wachholz and Dr. Burr. 

1818 What is your :feeling about all this? You have heard the 

181~ testimony by witnesses, Mr. Mitchell and the witnesses with 

1820 him. Mr. Deal has been answering questions in the past, not 

1821 too satisfactorily, but answering them nevertheless. 

1822 What is your :feeling about this now. Mr. Deal? 

1823 

1824 

1826 

1827 

1828 

1829 

1830 

1831 

1832 

1833 

1834 

1835 

1836 

1837 

1838 

1839 

Mr. DEAI.. Since I can start, I can turn to 111y--

Mr. YATES. Sure, o:f course you can. 

(Laughter.) 

Mr. DEAI.. Mr. Chairman, I have heard a lot of things 

that bring back old history to us. 89 )' O'ti .. ,, 1ucia;u,. 

111-i-5-* a ka~ss.U. te.ment4n ....... y.-+onuHn U1 --a:ut~ ---thi-nk -thrt 
lo.l,A~ COIJS1."~I\. ;:'.;) iw~£1'.l 

~erything Mr. Mitchell has said about the standards~ -we--

~a~a 'te •••a•heE that the Atomic Energy Commission spent a 

lot o:f time reviewing the clean-up criteria for Enewetak. 
-r'-'£!~ 01$'t:~.SJ""'.1~ A'-~ f'Cc«,~·u•J Pl'l~l;R.~ F>~f: 

l thil'lh Ffll o:f ii-ha~ has JJeen a matter o:f record .. Jteieze-: 
!: ~ T .. r:. 1,.;1-1PL r'S.Jt(;.,.J,.,,ri.:".'.5 w£·f<~ 

Nae~ i:~ .. :Wa& s1.1b•it'tad, ~he u:::range111eaits that the Department 
A, 7!./"• -ri-·· ::;.,...,,...,IC E>JEf..'.r"" . "'" - <: .,,.,,..,s~·4'1J 

o:f Defense would do the clean-up operations. and .. would 
AIV b er .. ~,, ) 0 T"l-IE'.. (i..E,,, Vi.J f. -< 

establish the criteriaA The ~ive commissioners themselves .. ,· 

considered this in great detail. 

It took several years to put this all together. The 
l' Si Ci t A TH L ( t f ll '-1 ._. P C /;!. ''.'"" f;. f(. I A /' 118 ~IS,_ Ell 

numbers t:aart were used, all ~~·~ 's==i=a-id o~~ as a matter o~ 
~ A 
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1840 :recoid in the EIS. 

1841 So theie is nothing new here in te:rms of what we could say 
1 s /'IS &.ootJ 

1842 to you on that. The reasoning behind it is today as it was 
{fJ:"/j, 7r: ~~·;T/'r. ·,'. 06 ~ 

1843 H\ '\h«-t ti::;e. "-W• .... ft.ell 'M take a conse:rvative app:roach. 
T ,.. ; - £ f ~ .:: >i i:, I - t ~ C L£:. ~ .,,, r 

1844 It is un£oitunate that the JtllAhe•s. ... ;ssthe doses are so close 
A 

1845 that theie is no clea:r-cut yes o:r no. That is all I can 

1846 say. To comment on inte:rp:reting these standaids~.is 

1847 :really a responsibility of EPA. 

1848 They have Eeceived~the Fede:ral Radiation Council, which 

1849 was the body established to piomulgate :radiation standa:rds 

1850 foI the gove:rnment. 

1851 That is thei:r :responsibility. They have the 
£P1' C'oNCUR IN Trlt ~Ee. 

1852 inte:rp:retation of these. ~ did •gxe-e eaxlie~ ~n ou~ 

1853 

1854 

~Al.D TO CLE"fi/'JUP (I~ 1TE1(.l,#j flt/II WE~£ ~PA 
app:roachAto~rthe standa:rd~ We had lette:rs f:rom -titEm 

f.E " t:;!/, . FM THE lMO CLE"~NllP P~t>G/(/;M. 
a:pp:i:: o "' n~ this. 

1!55 MI. YATES. Did Inte:rioI consult EPA on this at all? 

1856 M:r. DEYOUNG. Yes. 

1857 MI. YATES. Did you consult EPA befo:re the Sec:reta:ry sent 

1858 his lette:r out in Janua:ry? 

1859 Mr. DEYOUNG. EPA has been involved in va:rious meetings 

1860 and has testified before this committee. 

1861 Mr. YATES. 

1862 have one? 

1863 M:r. DEYOUNG. 

What is the attitude of EPA in this, does it 

··: .. ,. 

EPA. has said the Fede:ral standa:rds should 

1864 apply. They do apply. 
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1865 Mi:. MITCHELL. Excuse •e: The EPA has also said, and 

1866 somewhei:e in evei:ybody's files. the lettei:s ai:e thei:e. these 

1867 numbei:s I mentioned hefoi:e, 500 aillii:em pei: yeai:. 5 zem in 

1868 30 yeai:s. are not absolute ceilings. 

1869 They have to be applied with judgment. 

1870 Mr. YATES. I think the best thing to do is bring EPA in 

1871 and ask them. We did that in July. but this is a yeai: 

1872 later. 

187 3 We have a new EPA. Maybe the new EPA will come to a 

187~ diffei:ent conclusion. I don't know. Do you want to expi:ess 

1875 an opinion as to whethei: oi: not these people ought to go 

1876 back to Enjebi? You would i:athei: not do it. 

1877 Dr. Wachhol:, would you like to expi:ess an opinion? 

1878 Di:. WACHHOLZ. If I had an option, I would prefer not to. 

1879 C Laughtei:. l 

1880 Mr. YATES. Suppose you sat whei:e Dr. Brill sits and Di:. 

1881 Bender and the othei:s. 

1882 Dr. WACHHOLZ. May I comment on some of the previous 

1883 testimony? 

188~ Mi. YATES. Sure you may. 

Di:. WACHHOLZ. We received a copy of their testimony 

1886 dui:ing the lunch houi:, so I have not had an oppoi:tunity to 

1887 look Rt it othe:r 1t ·: If than.\ supei:f ic-ial glance thi:ough it. 

1888 Just :fl'. om what they said. I don't think we have any 

1889 significant disagi:eement in tei:ms of the actual risk 
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1890 involved. 

1891 

1892 

I think part o:f the question is, will the decision be 

based upon the doses which aze estimated and pzojected~r 
1893 upon the potential zisk that is involved? 

1894 
w 1otJ1T' 's ,, "" "" ll"f'• s~ I 

Cleazly, there is no standard :for risk.; 4llmd' .._ ·risk is 

" 1895 obviously a very personal thing. 

1896 What is acceptable to you may not be acceptable to ae, and 

1897 vice versa. 

1898 Mz. YATES. I know. 

1899 Dr. WACHHOlZ. In terms o:f standards, theze is a Fedezal 
Fu .. 7""~ H1t-Yt1M"'M t•fl'o~fb 1wtJ,.110~~". 

1900 standard o:f 500 millirem per yearA In this vezy super:ficial 

1901 look at the table they have heze, they have taken the 30-

1902 year accumulated dose and divided by 30 to get an annual 

1903 average. 

1904 Cozrect me if I am incozzect. 

1905 Dr. !ENDER. Absolutely zight. 
Sc. tE N'f'IJ T"'.) 

1906 Dr. WACHHOLZ. On the othez hand, our laboratory p11ple 

1907 have gone through the dose which people are likely to 

1908 receive on a year-by-year basis. 

1909 In some years, it is much lower than this; in some years, 

1910 it is considerably highez than this. I think, and I am 

1911 projecting in an azea that we really don't have 
<; 

•.· 
1912 responsibility :for since we are essentially in the dose 

1913 prediction business--

, 9 1 &f th .. YATES: Would you expect the earlier years to have 
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1915 the highest dose. or later ones? 
NE1r1-tr£. 

1916 Dr. WACHHOLZ. .KA. In fact, I would suspect the peak 

1917 years to be a:fte:r the food plants and crops and coconut 

1918 trees begin maturing, which I assume would be six. eight, 10 

1919 years or longer. 

1920 Mr. YATES. Why would you expect that if, in fact, the 

1921 earth is clear and there won't be transmission through the 

1922 coconuts and the other foods? 

1923 Dr. WACHHOLZ. I don't think anyone has indicated that 

1924 there would be no transmission, because. in fact, the soil 

1925 is not totally free o:f radionuclides. Ho. sir. I don't 

1926 think anyone--

1927 Mr. YATES. I had the wrong impression. then. 

1928 Dr. BENDER. Perhaps I can clarify that. If we gave you 

1929 that impression, we didn't intend to. Clearly, everyone 

1930 agrees there is :radioactivity present. lnd that when the 

1931 trees are planted, or other things, it will get into them. 

1932 Mr. YATES. Yes. 

1933 Dr. BENDER. The amount o:f radionuclides will decrease 

1934 with increasing time simply because, by decay--

19 35' Mr. YATES. You two are in disagreement? 

1936 Dr. BENDER. Mo, we are not. 
.. : 

1937 Dr. WACHHOLZ. I don't f.hink so. I think it is a little 

1938 bit o:f apples and oranges. In terms o:f radioactive decay o:f 

1939 the :radionuclides, this is a physical constant. 
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1940 

1941 .z.ae~lft~elides• half will be 

1942 Dr. BENDER. Yes. 

Pl GE 83 

~h 0 ''~·· •• now,;'*'" i:ft •eERIS lil"se•e 

~l:~r30 years from now 

•i \:he 

1 9" 3 Dr. WACHHOLZ. But I think what I said is that because of 

191.f4 the maturation of food crops in eight or 10 years, the 

191.fS people will have access to and ingest foods containing 

1946 higher quantities of zadionuclides than would be the case 

1947 immediately, when all of their food presumably would be 

191.fS imported from outside. 

191.f 9 Dr. BENDER. May I call the Chairman's attention to Table 

1950 29 of the new Livermore dose reassessment? 

, 9 51 This is page SO and 51. This gives for various scenarios 

1952 and locations. and for bone marrow and whole body and so 

1953 forth, the dose estimates for the maximum year, and the year 

1954 in which the maximum is estimated to occur. 

1955 As Dr. Wachhol: has said, the reason it is nine or 10 

1956 years in the future for Enjebi, which you will note it is 

1957 not for some of the southern islands. is simply that, if we 

1958 plant coconut trees now, no coconuts will be mature or eaten 

1959 for perhaps eight years. 

1960 It is those coconuts which will contain the greatest 

1961 amount of radionuclides. Coconuts maturing thereafter will 
.. 

1962 presumably contain decreasini~amounts, according, mainly, to 

1963 the half-life of the isotope involved. 

1961.f But this has all been taken into consideration. 
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1965 Mr. YATES. Under Enjebi, you are up to 500. 

' 1966 Dr. BENDER. In the aaximum year, yes, sir. hut not 

1967 substantially above it. I think that is an important point. 

1968 In the minimum years out of these 30, it will be very· 

1969 substantially less. 

1970 Mr. MITCHELL. In any case, part of the assumption is 

1971 that the island will receive reasonable suppoz:t :fz:om the 

1972 outside world, so the diet, 60 percent imported foods, If 0 

1973 percent local. can be maintained. 

197 lf Mr. YATES. What is reasonable suppoz:t? 

1975 Mr. MITCHELL. Well, it means a field trip vessel. I 

1976 would say every couple of months. John. what would you say? 

1977 How o!ten should a field trip vessel call upon the island 

1978 in order for them to maintain the diet that they pz:efer? 

1979 Once a month. 

1980 Mi:. YATES. Okay, Dr. Wachhol2. I stopped you in 

1981 11idflight. Go ahead. 

1982 Dr. WACHHOLZ. I am not sure where the :flight was at the 

1983 moment. 

198lf 

1985 

1986 

Mr. YATES. I think you were talking about the peaking. 

Dr. WACHHOLZ. I was saying we have a Federal standard 

foz: the dose, but we don't for z:isk. ·.: 
..14, ... 

In tez:ms of what is 

1987 applicable and what is not, we would defer to the 

1988 Enviz:onmental Pz:otection Agency as to how the doses that we 

1989 have calculated compare with those standards. 
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1990 We have put in these books, the ones we presented to the 

19 9 1 Enewetak and Bikini peoples in the last two years. the 

1992 number 500, so that they are aware of the :fact that there is 

1993 
If SIP11t1 OA~/)1 · 

~ not only" U.S. A but an international standard that is 

1994 acceptable. 

1995 In terms of any variance :from that, ~ teuns o! hew t:hi9 

1997 IPA. 

1998 Mr. MURTHA. What if you didn't eat the coconuts, what if 

1999 they didn't plant coconuts now? How auch less would the 

2000 radiation level be, say they plant them 10 years fro~ now? 

2001 D:r. WA CHHOLZ. If I can b:reak your question into two 

2002 parts, start with they don't plant coconuts, period. 

2003 First of all, I don't know how realistic that is, and I am 

2004 not in a position to make a comment on that. 

2005 Secondly, certainly the dose would be less to some extent, 

2006 and I would just be guessing if I mentioned a specific 

2007 number. 

2008 Mr. MURTHA. But you said at a peak pe:riod the coconuts 

2009 we:re going to be one of the majo:r reasons that you would 

2010 have this. 

2011 Dr. WACHHOLZ. Right. 

2012 Mr. MITCHELL. M:r. Murtha--

2013 Mr. YATES. Well, wait a minute. Is there something the 

201~ Doctor said you don't agree with? 
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2015 Dr. BENDER. It •ight have been •isleading. It seems 

2016 clear, if l'OU don't plant the coconuts. then you will not 

2017 receive any of the dose attributable to eating coconuts in 

2018 the future. 

2019 If you plant them later, when they mature, there will be 

2020 less radioactivities. 

2021 Mr. YATES. Uhat is Paradise without coconuts? You are 

2022 going to have to plant them, aren't you? 

2023 Dr. BENDER. We have suggested in conferences with the 

2024 then Under Secretary of Interior, Mr. Green--

2025 Mr. YATES. We had our experience with Bikini,. where they 

2~26 w~re told not to eat the coconuts. And, apparently. 

2027 coconuts are like candy to kids to the people out there. 

2028 Coconuts is one of their staples. and they will eat it. 

2029 Dr. BENDER. I can't comment too much on Bikini except to 

2030 say that my understanding is that the reason so many 

2031 coconuts were eaten is basically the failure of supply. and 

2032 not just a matter of a few weeks. but a matter of many 

2033 months. 

2034 Mr. YATES. I think that was present there. too. yes. 

2035 Dr. BENDER. We suggested to Mr. Green at one point. I 

2036 think it was Mr. Green, the p~ssibility of building houses . . 
2037 at Enjebi, and planting_ the coconuts. and agreeing that the 

2038 trees would be removed and replanted if it turned out in 

2039 eight years, or whenever the appropriate time is. that they 
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2040 we:re, in :fact, too radioactive to allow the guides to be 

2 0 4 1 met. 

2042 I think that the people's representatives agreed to that 

2043 at that meeting. 

2044 Mr. MURTHA. How much less radiation would there be i:f 

2045 they didn't eat the coconuts? 

2046 Dr. BRILL. It is a factor of two. If you look at the 

2047 table you just were looking at, Table 29, on page 50, and 

2048 you look at the doses :for imports available and unavailable 

2049 for the same population group for Enjebi Janet, it is 509 

2050 whole body millirems per year in the year of the highest 

2051 does, if they eat native :foods. 

2052 It is one-half of that, 277, i:f imports are available. 

2053 So, without the trees, you cut the dose by a factor of two. 

2054 Mr. MITCHELL. I think it is even less than that. I 

2055 think +he dose with imported foods still includes 

~056 c~nsumption of some local foods. 

2057 Let me just try this. Absent the food web problem, which 

2058 is what we are concerned with here, isn't it correct that 

2059 the dose :from terrestrial sources is very small, is :really 

2060 not a matter o:f any concern at all? Isn't that a fact? 

2061 Mr. YATES. I didn't hea~ that answer. 
,· 

2062 Mr. DEAL. It is very small. Cesium levels--

2063 Mr. YATES. You better say that loudly so the :reporter 

206&t can hear you. 
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2065 Mr. DEAL. I am almost certain. Mr. Chairman, the 

2066 external dose levels would not bring you up to the standard. 

2067 It has to come from the food they eat to bring it up. 

2068 Dr. BENDER. In fact, sir, the local natural background 

2069 is low enough so that, if one accepts the external component 

2070 of dose as estimated in this dose reassessment. the sum of 

2071 the two is still less than, for example, living in Denver. 

2072 Mr. YATES. Well, we better get the expert from EPA in 

2073 and find out how EPA feels. And we better find out from the 

2074 Secretary's office how the Secretary feels before we do 

2075 anything on this thing. 

2076 I can sympathi~e with the desire of you people to go home. 

2077 But I must say, I dislike, as much as these gentlemen do, 

2078 giving an affirmative answer to what may result. 

2079 Is there anything else we ought to put into the record? 

2080 Mr. MITCHELL. Ho, I think we have everything. can submit 

2081 anything. Do we have any more time at all? 

2082 Mr. YATES. Did your witnesses want to say something? 

2083 Mr. MITCHELL. Are we winding up at this point? 

2084 Mr. YATES. I think so. 

2085 Di. BRILL. Could I make a comment about the risk 

2J86 estimates? 

2087 Mr. YATES. Sure you may, Doctor. 

2088 Dr. BRILL. Dr. Bender and I spent approximately two 

2089 years with the National Academy of Science's recent 
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2090 reviewing of radiation e££ects, he from the genetic 

2091 standpoint, and I with the Somatics Committee. 

2092 Then the two of these committees got together to revise 

2093 and come to a consensus. 

2094 Over ~he years, since the last BEIR Committee report in 

2095 1972, the risk estimates have decreased by a factor 0£ two 

2096 as a result 0£ the recent reappraisal. 

2097 I would submit that perhaps the EPA and other groups that 

2098 looked at the radiation doses and potential consequences, 

2099 maybe three, £our. five, 10 years ago when they planned the 

2100 resettlement and clean-up. were looking at a factor of two 

2101 higher in risk. 

2102 So they might want to reconsider the risks associated with 

2103 the levels they have been able to achieve, which are auch 

2104 lowe than they had anticipated. 

2105 The second thing is that the newest BEIR Committee, in its 

2106 reappraisal, developed two models. one which is the linear 

2107 model, which is the one all our high-risk estimates come 

2108 from, which was put forth as the upper limit on credible 

2109 ris~s; and a lower-risk model, the linear quadratic, which 

2110 £alls in between the high and the low models. and also is 

2111 most consistent with radiobiological evidence. 
~ 

:~ 

2112 So I think that was called the best estimates. If you 

2113 look at the situation for the Enjebi population, the risk 

211~ estimates in terms 0£ the numbers of added cancers 
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2115 throughout the life span ~f the population. assuming they 

2116 can go back and are exposed to the doses that we both agree 

2117 upon, is between .15 and .99 added cases of cancer in the 

2118 li£etime of that population. 

2119 That assumes that these people go back at birth, and 

2120 indeed, many 0£ them are going back at ages considerably 

2121 above birth, although I wouldn't want to guess their age. 

2122 So, therefore, the risk they would assume in their 

2123 lifespan is less than this. So you are talking about a 

2124 fraction of a case of cancer in the lifetime of the 

2125 population, against the other kinds of risks one would 

2126 quantify by their not going. 

2127 So far in the clean-ups, there have been three deaths. 

2128 One associated with the engineers. an aspect of moving dirt, 

' 2129 and two associated with water, in the lagoon. 

2130 People are exposed to risks. I think the radiation risk 

2131 here, when you are talking about a small fraction of a case. 

2132 maybe is one 0£ the smallest considerations. 

2133 Mr. YATES. Will we know until 20 or 25 years go by? 

2134 Dr. BRILL. These risk estimates are based upon the 

2135 experience largely of the Japanese survivers we have 

2136 followed now for over 30 yea~s. So they are rather stable 

2137 estimates. These are not those that a single committee has 

2138 come up with. 

2139 They happen to agree very well with the United Nations' 
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2162 

2163 
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Committee meeting that involved zepzesentatives fzom all 

ovez the world, and summari:ed their e££ects in '77. 

I think we are in pretty good agreement on the levels 0£ 

risk. We are zeally talking about a fzaction of a case. 

Mr. YATES. Why is Mr. deYoung so stubborn? Why are you 

so stubborn. Mr. deYoung? 

Mr. DEYOUNG. I wouldn't say, Mr. Chaizman, that I am 

stubborn. What I am saying is that when this particulaz 

aspect was delegated to Interioz, we were given certain 

guidelines to follow. 

Mow. as I said, we are pezfectly prepared to have EPA look -

Mr. YATES. lll right. You are right. We better call 

EPA in here and see what the guidelines are, so that Mr. 

deYoung has a different guideline if, indeed, there will be 

a different one established. 

You want to give Dz. Bergman a chance. 

Mr. YATES. Okay. Dr. Bergman, I am not going to 

interpret your testimony without your having given it. 

Dr. BERGMAN. I think I can say very bziefly that I think 

that there is risk in allowing the displaced population to 

be displaced and to keep them displaced. particularly after 

they have considered the fact~ of their situation and 

decided they want to go-back. 

There is a lot of experience, a lot of it in this country, 

that there is considerable morbidity and mortality from 
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2165 people being forced out of their homes and having their 

2166 lives disrupted. 

2167 The longer it goes on. the worse it gets. Suicid~ rates, 

2168 accident rates and violence go very high with such 

2169 populations. 

2170 A number of people who have had experiences like that, 

2171 their death rates are very high, where the incidence of 

2172 suicide among young people is many times the national and 

2173 world averages. 

2174 Those risks are associated with displacement. I think 

2175 that in the interests of reducing risk of cancer, genetic 

2176 defects to 2ero, the risks of some of these other effects 

2177 may be very high. 

2178 Mr. YATES. Did you quantify them? 

2179 

2180 

2181 

2182 

2183 

2184 

2185 

2186 

2187 

2188 

2189 

Dr. BERGMAN. Very roughly on basis of comparison with 

other populations and other situations. But there are 

places in this country where similar experiences have 

occurred, and the rates of death by suicide and violence are 

greater by a factor of five to 10 in the younger population, 

which would mean that. if anything approaching that were to 

happen here, it might mean in a population of 500, somewhere 

on the order of five to 20 dea~hs. 

Mr. YATES. So we ~re in trouble, then, aren't we? We 

are in trouble because, unless EPA has a psychiatrist to 

come in and comment on your statement, as well as Federal 
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21~0 standards, we have to consider that factor as well, don't 

2191 we? 

2192 Dr. BERGMAN. I think it should be considered. 

2193 Mr. MURTHA. Mr. Chairman. 

2194 Mr. YATES. Mr. Murtha. 

2195 Mr. MURTHA. Are we talking about experience? This is 

2196 actually what is happening in this population, or are we 

2197 talking about hypothesis? 

2198 Dr. BERGMAN. This is what has happened in other 

2199 populations with similar experiences. 

2200 Mr. MURTHA. Why wouldn't it be happening now if they had 

2201 been displaced--

2202 Dr. BERGMAN. I think it is happening. 

2203 Mz:. MURTHA. It is. But you have just not done a study 

2204 0£ it, is that accuz:ate? 

2205 Dr. BERGMAN. That's right. 

2206 Mz:. YATES. So we are in further trouble now. We do 

2207 have, sta££ reminds me, a letter dated August 23rd, 1979, 

2208 addz:essed to Mz:. deYoung's boss. She is your boss, isn't 

2209 she, as I remember? 

2210 Mr. DEYOUNG. Yes. 

2211 Mr. YATES. That letter:~ays, ''Can the 1960 Federal 
,. 

2212 guides by exceeded?'' ~nd the answer is ''Yes.'' 

2213 The guide states the following: ''It is recommended that 

221~ the Federal agencies apply these radiation protection guides 
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2215 with judgment and discretion to assure that reasonable 

2216 probability is achieved in the attainment of the desired 

2217 goal of protecting man from the undesirable effects of 

2218 radiation. 

2219 ''The guides may be exceeded only after the Federal agency 

2220 having jurisdiction over the matter has carefully considered 

2221 the reasons for doing so in light of the recommendations in 

2222 this paper.'' 

2223 So it is up to Interior. EPA says, sure, we have guides. 

2224 It is up to you to decide whether oz not the danger exists. 

2225 So it is now been kicked back to ~he Secretary, hasn't it? 

2226 So we ~ave to get ahold of Mr. Watt. So that is the state 

2?27 o~ the record. 

2228 Did anybody want to say anything else? 

2229 All right, we bid you God speed on your voyage home and 

2230 will try to do our best by your clients. 

2231 M:z:. MITCHELL. Thank you very much. 

2232 Mr. YATES. We recognize the fact that they want to go 

2233 home, and I can appreciate that. 

2234 It is a very difficult decision. We will do our best. 

2235 Thank you very much. 

2236 Mr. MITCHELL. We will be happy to bring these people 

2237 back again with staff, or whatever. 

2238 M:z:. YATES. Well, we are grateful for your records. We 

2239 are grateful for the testimony they gave us. 
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2 2 If 0 We are grateful for ~he psychiatry and the sociology that 

2241 must be a necessary part of this. We will see if EPA, or 

2242 the Secretary, has any comments upon the psychiatrist's 

2243 testimony. 

2 2 If 4 Mr. MI'.I'CHEI.L. Thank you very. very much for taking so 

221f5 much time with us. 

221f6 <Whereupon, at 2=13 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.) 

.. :-... 
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